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Abstract 
Mobile media OTT service such as mobile music and mobile video is believed to be the next big 
revenue driver for mobile operator’s mobile broadband business. The media industry is willing to 
take mobile distribution channel to increase the content value. In Europe, there are already 
several successful cooperation cases between online media service provider and mobile operator 
such as Spotify and Telia. However, with more complicated market and business environment in 
China, the mobile media services are still under development with immature business models. 
This thesis report aims to identify the business models of mobile media services in Europe and 
China, and to give business solution and strategic recommendation after analysis on actors, 
business roles, resources and activities using several business model theories. Six interviews have 
been done with industrial people from mobile network operator, online media service provider, 
and TV channel in Sweden and China.  

With Spotify and Telia cooperation as the major part of case study in Europe market, data was 
gathered through business intelligent reports and interviews in Sweden. Six elements of business 
model theory from Chesbrough & Rosenbloom are used to conduct business model analysis on 
Telia-Spotify case. The result shows that Spotify play a joint connection role between tons of 
content from music insustry and mobile connection provider Telia, delivering value of good user 
experience and brand. Telia put the value of network, billing capability and user resource in the 
partnership with Spotify and benefit from the differentiated mobile broadband service in terms of 
incearsing customer experience and reducing churn rate. TV4 case is investigated to analyze the 
business development of mobile video in Europe. The result shows that there are two obstacles 
when delivering TV content to mobile device from TV channel’s perspective. One is that there is 
no way to measure the advertisement rate on mobile device, the other is that it is difficult to do 
localized advertisement program on mobile network. 

In the business model analysis in China, actors from mobile operator, state-owned media group 
and Internet company are identified as well as their activities in mobile media service. ARA 
model theory is used to analyze the value network and give the clear map of different actors’ 
relations. The result shows that mobile media service in China has different situation in platform 
development, partnership with labels, service provider organization property and revenue model. 
Chinese mobile operators as state-owned companies develop mobile media service platform on 
their own instead of cooperation with service provider to avoid political and finance risk. They 
have direct partnership with content provider and give 50% of media OTT service revenue to 
content provider. The pirate rate of music in China is high, which result in very little willingness 
to pay for the music streaming service. Internet companies can build freemium service model 
with both licensed music content and content from illegal aggregators on advertising revenue 
model. However in online video area, Chinese government have implement strict regulatory to 
protect the copyright of video content. The major part of online video service providers’ revenue 
is also advertising but with only licensed video content.  

The main factor that makes the different business environment between Europe and China is that 
the state-owned economy force in China plays important role in mobile media area. State owned 
mobile operators take the most business roles in mobile media service, which makes the 
possibility to cooperate with Spotify-like Internet companies is low. The first patch 3G mobile 
licenses are only granted to eight state-owned media groups, which are the only possible content 
providers of mobile operators’ mobile video service. To address the problem of cooperation 
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between mobile operators and Internet companies, to setup joint venture is the recommended 
solution. High customer satisfied service platform should be developed to enlarge the value of 
service. The recognized service value will lower the piracy rate and make the subscription 
revenue model possible. 
 

Keywords: Mobile Video, Mobile Music, Business Models, Value Chain, Telia-Spotify Case, 
China, Revenue Model, Operator Strategies, 3G Mobile Video License. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
As mobile broadband technology such as HSPA and LTE is available on a lower cost, mobile 
broadband subscribers have increased dramatically since 2007 from a global point of view. The 
media entertainment industry including radio, TV, music and movie, is now under a transition 
from traditional distribution channel to Internet.  User behavior has changed. Basically, Internet 
users expect to access all the Internet services on their mobile device everywhere. There is a big 
customer need on media content offered on mobile device, but the enabling business models are 
still limited to traditional online music that need to be transformed to that appropriate to mobile 
music industry.  (Vlachos, Vrechopoulos, & Pateli, 2006) 
With decreasing voice call revenue, Mobile Network Operator (MNO) need drive the mobile data 
traffic through OTT(over the top) service to improve the APRU. Mobile music is an important 
approach as music is basic content need of mobile Internet users. Music streaming service is all 
over Internet from hundreds of music service providers. Many MNOs have developed their own 
music service platform and bundle mobile music service to mobile broadband package. However, 
as the organization and business model of MNOs is not flexible as Internet companies, the music 
service developed by MNOs can’t compare to the one developed by Internet company in terms of 
user experience. It happens that mobile users dissatisfied with the bundled mobile music service 
in MNOs mobile broadband package and don’t use it. To offer mobile music with good user 
experience, MNOs can cooperate with Internet company.  
Some successful cases in Europe such as Telia-Spotify have shown that the cooperation between 
Internet company and MNO bring benefit for both sides as well as the end users. On one hand, 
having high quality music OTT service on mobile broadband package will bring MNOs high 
customer satisfaction and more data service usage. On the other hand, through cooperation with 
MNO, Spotify-like Internet music service providers enlarge the mobility factor in the service and 
gain more premium paying users. 
However, the business model of Internet Service is quite different with traditional 
telecommunication services. Freemium is the key to develop users of Internet music services, 
while MNOs are used to rely on high margin communication service such as voice call. There are 
also natural organization differences between Internet companies and MNOS, which could make 
the cooperation complicated. As the online music streaming ventures keep innovating on 
technology and service model. The online music industry is close to a solid and profitable 
business models, but the fact does not exist in mobile music business. Especially in emerging 
market, the mobile music service lack proved business model under more complicated business 
environment in terms of weak copyright protection. There are both drivers and obstacles for 
MNOs of emerging market to cooperate with online music ventures in order to develop its 3G 
OTT service. 

Mobile TV and Mobile music are really hot topic recently. Right now in Europe and US several 
media service providers have already launched their service platform on mobile device. Spotify, 
Vodler and Viber are on the list. There are also emerging BSS&OSS platform vendors such as 
Kamera to provide end-to-end video management software and services. As the traditional high 
margin voice call business shrinks, to offer media service on 3G and 4G networks is believed to 
be an important approach to increase APRU for mobile operators in mobile broadband era. The 
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media content providers, i.e. recording labels, film producer are also seeking the opportunity on 
MBB to bring their content closer to the consumer and make add-on value. In Asian emerging 
market such as China, India and Indonesia, the piracy problem is more significant than Europe 
countries, due to lower GDP per capita, less willingness to pay and traditional Internet user 
behavior.  The first thought when Internet users come to the need of certain service such as online 
music, is that the service should be free somewhere on the Internet. The piracy issue on the 
traditional Internet media has bothered those music and film copyright owners for several years. 
Now they are aware the increasing demand of media content on MBB, and they want to address 
the piracy issue from the beginning.  

Another concern of media content provider will be the difference of required content between 
mobile device and traditional channel. The mobile devices are more personal, and require 
personalized media service experience with higher quality. When selling a CD to music 
consumer, normal songs can be sold together with the hits. Now if the music is distributed on 
MBB, only the hits will be paid for.  
The equipment vendor, as the technology provider, also plays an important role in mobile media 
service business. There are two groups of technology to support this business. One is the MBB 
technology such as HSPA and LTE. Currently HSPA is the most widely deployed MBB 
technology, while LTE deployment has just started and will address the capacity shortage in the 
hotspot area. Another group is the broadcast technology for digital media content. DVB-H in 
Europe and MediaFLO in US are not designed based on current MBB network, and require extra 
spectrum to broadcast digital video and voice to mobile device. The 3GPP multicast standard 
MBMS is designed to provide efficiency delivery of media contents over 3G and 4G broadband 
networks. Using 3GPP MBB spectrum, MBMS supports more existing mobile devices.  

China mainland, which is the case study market in this thesis, has deployed 729 thousand 3G 
base stations and developed 118.7 million 3G subscribers by 2011 November in just 3 years’ 3G 
network deployment.1 China has its own digital mobile TV broadcast standard CMMB (China 
Multimedia Mobile Broadcasting), which serves up to 16 million subscribers by 2012 Jan. The 
business environment for media service on MBB is quite different in China with in Europe, 
especially when it comes to the copyright protection, user behavior and media content profile. 
The business model used in Europe needs to be reconsidered when migrated to China.   
Increasing investments in 3G networks, make Chinese MNOs eager for feasible 3G OTT service 
to drive the mobile data traffic out of a relative low level compared to the European market. 
There are many free music services in China offering free streaming to mobile device, but few of 
them have feasible business model in terms of revenue source and service quality guarantee. 
Some of them have taken steps seeking cooperation opportunities with MNOs to transform their 
business. As a state-owned company, Chinese MNOs has a special situation in terms of 
organization, revenue model and government strategy when cooperating with Internet players. 
The business model of Chinese MNOs delivering mobile music business is influenced by not 
only economy benefit but also political and finance risk concern. The high piracy rate in China 
and weak copyright protection regulatory will make challenge for developing feasible business 
model of mobile music service.  

                                                
1 Source: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China website, 
http://www.miit.gov.cn 
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This thesis will analyze different actors’ interest, and give recommended business solution to 
catch up the value of media service on MBB. The intended reader of this thesis will be anyone 
who wants to have a strategic view of media service business on MBB in China. It will be a 
combination of technology and business thinking, so basic knowledge of wireless network and 
media technology are needed to read this thesis. Mobile media service providers, mobile network 
operators and media content providers will specially benefit from this research.  

The traffic of mobile Internet goes up significantly with deployment of HSPA. The cost per MB 
is decreasing for mobile broadband subscribers. Users start to use media service on their mobile 
device such as browsing YouTube. But right now most of the media content is not consumed 
over mobile network, especially the video. The enabling technology is already there. Mass 
commercial deployment of media service platform for mobile device doesn’t come yet, mostly 
because of lack of proved business solution regarding value sharing and cost structure.  

When this thesis project started in Jan 2012, a big worldwide debate happened between Internet 
service companies and media producers on the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA)1 bill discussed in 
US congress. How to make a balance between free access principle of the Internet industry and 
copyright protection is a big challenge for the online media service business world. Now, when 
the media services become mobile, the problem stays the same and will be the big risk for music 
industry pioneers. How can we achieve a win-win value-sharing model to make the mobile 
media service business sustainable? The mobile media service has just taken off with mobile 
broadband cost decreasing. It is wise and a must to solve the piracy problem in the beginning.  

The cost per MB is widely discussed when people are talking about mobile broadband business. 
Media service will consume more MB than browsing, chatting, facebooking etc. Right now the 
volume cap is widely used when operators offers MBB service to subscribers. The mobile 
connection will be either stopped or downgraded to very low speed after user reaches the volume 
cap level. The consumed MBs will be more sensitive when media service is offered through 
mobile broadband. The current volume cap-pricing model might impact customer experience and 
become the obstacle of mobile media service business. The customer value of MBB media 
service is the quality and quantity of content. How many songs can customers access to? How 
clear is the video streaming? The bandwidth consumed, which directly result in the network cost 
that operators care about, are not directly linked to customer value. Basic economy principle tells 
us that, in the business area with sufficient competition, customers will only pay for the value 
they get, rather than the cost the sellers take. The mobile media service is under the scope of 
media service business, which generally offers many alternative options to customer. Improving 
customer experience is the key issue when transforming media service business to “mobile”.   

1.2 Objectives and Research Questions 
The goal of this thesis project is to identify key factors and possible business options for China 
mainland market to offer media service on mobile broadband. To achieve the goal the first 
objective is getting the overview of current market situation of both European market and China. 
This is done through market study that includes user behavior, user demand, government strategy, 
                                                
1 Washington post online 2012 Jan-20, “Why doesn’t Washington understand the Internet?” 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ 
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and business roles as well as existing business case study. An informative overview of mobile 
broadband media service in China is the premise of further business model research.  
The second objective is to identify different business models and make comparison. First, the 
market actors and their business roles in existing business model need to be identified, through 
the study on representative companies. Second, the relations between different market actors 
need to be analyzed. Visualized chart of the relations reflecting business models in the market 
will be drawn.  Essential flows will be identified such as revenue and mobile data flow. Third, 
comparison needs to be made between different business models, through analysis of essential 
flows. In market positioning, profit model is an important part to analyze, so profitability of 
business model is an important consideration when doing analysis and comparison. 
The third objective is to identify possible strategy solutions for mobile operators’ media service 
business. The solution will be combination of business strategy and technical solution. The 
identification of solutions should base on needs of the studied market and results in supporting 
business roles, service platforms and mechanisms as well as specific service bundles, cooperation 
and revenue sharing models. To achieve the third objective, drivers and obstacles of operators’ 
media service business is analyzed. The solution should also facilitate the identified business 
models from the work in the second objective, and support other actors’ business in the 
cooperation with content provider and service company.  
To summarize the objectives of this thesis work, the research questions are listed as below: 

1. What	  are	  the	  differences	  and	  similarities	  between	  China	  mainland	  market	  and	  European	  
market?	  

2. What	  actors	  are	  in	  the	  mobile	  media	  service	  business	  and	  how	  is	  their	  relation?	  	  

3. What	  are	  the	  existing	  business	  models?	  	  

4. What	  are	  the	  drivers	  and	  obstacles	  when	  offering	  mobile	  media	  service	  in	  China?	  

5. What	  kind	  of	  business	  solutions	  and	  strategies	  can	  solve	  the	  problems?	  	  

1.3 Previous Work 
A lot of technical and business research work has been done about the media service on the 
Internet, mostly fix line Internet. For example in  (Calvagna, Puliafito, & Tomarchio, 2000), 
technical design and implementation of media service on Internet has been discussed. Internet 
media technologies such as overall video servers’ architecture, QoS, transport protocol, streaming 
protocol, have been addressed in different level research papers. In business research part, 
business model of Internet media publisher and service provider is discussed a lot as broadband 
Internet access become more and more common. Some business research work has been done on 
TV broadcast’s migration to Internet. Fontaine & Leiba has defined 3 scenarios on future TV 
service model on Internet by “building three macro-economic scenarios, identifying twenty key 
innovation factors in the video industry and assessing the likely long-term evolution of these key 
innovation”.  (Fontaine & Leiba, 1st Q.2010) 
Although many works has been done in the area of Internet media service, those haven’t covered 
the mobile Internet a lot. And the capability of modern mobile network and device, which means 
more intelligent and higher speed, was not taken into consideration. For example, Bockstedt, 
Kauffman, & Riggins propose a model for understanding the transformation of the market 
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structure in the recorded music industry value chain due to new forms of digital distribution.  
(Bockstedt, Kauffman, & Riggins, 2005) Chu & Lu provide an explanation of factors influencing 
online music purchase intention of Taiwanese early adopter of online music, which can help the 
online music practitioners of Taiwan to develop better market strategies.  (Chu & Lu, 2007) 
Sudip Bhattacharjee develop a model of consumer search for online music sharing experience, 
and study different emerging market environments for retailers, where consumers can pirate 
music online. The results of this work indicate that decreasing piracy is not necessarily equivalent 
to increasing profit, and online selling strategies can provide additional profits for a traditional 
retailer even in the presence of piracy. (Bhattacharjee, Gopal, Lertwachara, & Marsden, 2006)  

There are other works done in the research area of social elements of online media service.  
Halvey & Keane give novel analyses of people's linking and search behavior of online video 
content.  (Halvey & Keane, 2007) Study of Ozer focuses on the online music industry and 
presents an application of fuzzy clustering, giving the results that there exist homogeneous 
groups among the potential users of an onlinemusicservice and that there are differences among 
the groups with respect to their attitudes, interests, and opinions about the service and computers. 
(Ozer, 2001) Fox studies on the technological and social drivers of change in the music industry, 
demonstrating the significant impact that social and technological forces have on the music 
industry, especially regarding lowering barriers to entry. (Fox, 2005) 

Diffusion study has been choosed often in analysing adoption of internet service including online 
media service. The study of Lin explores potential predictors for online service adoption, 
Drawing from several bodies of literature including diffusion, motivation, and media substitution 
theories. Lin analyzes audience attributes and media supplementation of new media from the 
angel of advertising industy on how to reach customers.  (Lin, 2009) It is found in McGuire & 
Slater’s report that new features of online music stores, as well as stand-alone products and 
services, which are designed to help users share their taste in music,  satisfy the inherent social 
desire that music fans have to share their favorite music. (McGuire & Slater, 2005) 
Some mobile business model design and analyze work can be found, such as  (Vasara, Lehtinen, 
Haapamaki, & Kotro, 2008), although those concentrate on how to migrate the media service 
from Internet service to mobile device rather than designing a fit business model for mobile 
Internet scenario. Picard’s article focuses on the business models for online content services and 
how they have changed during the past two decades as technology changes and audience demand 
has affected operations. “Major operators are useful for the development of independent 
producers of multimedia and other content because they can help to provide access to the 
distribution systems and entry points that are necessary for commercially viable 
operations.”(Picard, 2009) 

Some research work on business modeling theory is referred in Internet business transaction and 
market analysis of this project.  Chesbrough & Rosenbloom offers an interpretation of business 
model as a construct that mediates the value creation process. (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002) 
Vlachos apply a qualitative methodology to analysis the market roles and business mode 
transaction in the emerging mobile music industry. (Vlachos, Vrechopoulos, & Pateli, 2006) The 
diffusion theory framework by Roger identifying five attributes of innovation that can predict the 
adoption rate will be used to on diffusion study of Chinese mobile media market. (ROGERS, 
2003)  The diffusion study will facilitate on finding out the obstacles and drivers when offering 
mobile media service in China.  
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1.4 Contribution 
It is believed that the mobile broadband technology will bring a whole new business environment 
to Internet industry. Little related work on online media service focus on the business model 
under context of MBB.  Chinese market has special economy, regulation and user behavior 
situation in the development of mobile media service. A research gap on business model under 
special context of Chinese market exist, giving fact that regulation such as information 
surveillance is important factor when develop media business in China. There is also little 
previous study on adoption of new Internet service through diffusion study. Strategic study of 
mobile media business of operators, media companies and Internet player is also a gap in this 
research area. On the research gap, below are the contributions that this thesis makes. 
A concentrated thinking and analyzing on media service under the new mobile broadband 
scenario, which is the wide deployment of LTE and HSPA, is the contribution of this thesis work. 
This thesis project will make business model analysis under specific business environment in 
China. The different ways that operators cooperate with content provider and media company is 
identified to understand the current business models. Through the market actors, business roles 
and activities analyze, the relations among actors are identified so as to the business models. 
Visualized actor relations and activities figures in Chapter 7 gives clear picture business model of 
mobile media service in China.  
The diffusion study in Chapter 6 makes contribution on analysis of adoption process of mobile 
media service in China. The diffusion study is also a complement of Chinese market research, 
which has specific culture context influencing the promotion of innovated ICT service. The 
findings on hybrid system of mobile media service diffusion model in China support the analysis 
of mobile media development obstacles.  

After getting deep understanding of current market situation including drivers and obstacles, 
needs of the mobile media market in China is summarized, so as to give the suitable business 
solutions and strategy. The solutions given in the conclusion part have consideration on both 
business and technical development. The solution recommendation on a strategic thinking is 
expressed in terms of required business supporting roles, service platform and mechanism, etc.  

1.5 Thesis Outline 
After introduction of this thesis, the methodology used will be described in Chapter 2. The 
explanation of how the methodology will be used is included as well as the theory framework 
supporting the research methodology. Chapter 3 will bring an outlook of worldwide digital music 
distribution and mobile video business. The introduction will include the evolution history of 
business model and technology, which gives macro economic context of mobile media service in 
China. Following Chapter 3, Chapter 4 continues to give overview of European market. However, 
the case study is the main methodology in Chapter 4, with Telia-Spotify as mobile music case 
and TV4 as mobile video case. The findings are based on interview with Telia, Spotify and TV4.  
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Figure 1 Structure of thesis report 

After giving the major result of European market study, the report continues to discussion on 
Chinese market. In Chapter 5, starting with general telecom market introduction of China, the key 
findings from the interviews with Chinese operators are presented. Mobile music discussion takes 
China Mobile as case, while mobile video discussion takes China Unicom as case. User behavior 
analysis and Government strategy of China are also included in this Chapter. At the end of 
Chapter 5, answers of RQ1 are summarized, based on the discussion in Chapter 4 and 5. Chapter 
5 can be considered as market research of China, followed with diffusion study of mobile media 
service of China in Chapter 6. The diffusion is study is an extension of market research of 
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 partly answers RQ4 by analyzing drivers and obstacles on adoption process 
and change decision-making system for mobile media service in China. 
After market research and mobile media business context analysis in Chapter 4, 5 and 6, Chapter 
7 gives identification of business models, drivers and obstacles analysis, solutions. Chapter 7.1 
answers RQ2 and RQ3. Chapter 7.2 completes the answer of RQ4, and Chapter 7.3 answers RQ5.  
The second and third objectives of this thesis are done in this Chapter. Then Chapter 8 makes 
conclusion to answer the research questions listed in Chapter 1.2.  
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Data Collection 

2.1.1 Literature study 
Chapter 3 and part of Chapter 4 are based on the literature study, starting with market 
development overview.  The expected result from literature study is to get an overview of mobile 
media technology and business ecosystem, which is the prerequisite of contributing to the 
research gap. The literature includes both technical research papers and businesses analyze report. 
The literature study covers materials from 3 sources: 
 Technical	  research	  paper	  database	  and	  journals.	  The	  technical	  research	  papers	  mainly	  come	  from	  

database	   such	   as	   IEEE	   Xplore	   and	   journals	   about	   information	   technology.	   The	   key	   word	   of	  
relevant	  technical	  papers	  is	  MBB,	  OTT,	  New	  Media	  and	  Mobile	  Service.	  Literature	  study	  from	  this	  
source	  is	  to	  support	  business	  model	  analyze	  from	  technical	  aspects,	  regarding	  technology	  features	  
and	  network	  structure.	  	  

 Industry	  report	  from	  ICT	  industry	  review	  website.	  These	  reports	  usually	  have	  very	  up-to-date	  view	  
on	   the	   new	   business	   cases.	   Some	   of	   them	   come	   from	   the	   business	   research	  work	   of	   Consultant	  
Company,	   while	   the	   others	   are	   just	   business	   view	   article	   from	   independent	   author.	   Being	   very	  
informative	  with	  latest	  mobile	  business	  environment	  consideration,	  these	  industry	  reports	  usually	  
cover	   up-to-date	   industry	   case	   on	   mobile	   media	   service	   with	   business-oriented	   review	   and	  
comments.	  	  

 Telecom	  business	   journals.	  These	   journals	  aims	   to	  provide	  strategic	  view	  on	   telecommunication	  
industry,	  holding	  papers	   from	  university	  or	  business	   institute’s	   research	  work.	  Currently	  mobile	  
media	   business	   is	   drawing-eyes	   topic	   on	   telecom	   business	   journals.	   Many	   academic	   research	  
papers	  have	  contributed	  to	  mobile	  media	  business	  area.	  This	  kind	  of	  literature	  study	  identifies	  the	  
research	  gap	  and	  unsolved	  issue	  as	  well	  as	  applicable	  methodology	  theory.	  

In European market research, because the mobile broadband has already developed for a long 
time, relevant market data can be acquired from government regulator or existing market research 
reports. The market data as input of this thesis project is structured and analyzed. 

2.1.2 Data from secondary source 
Secondary source of survey data is used to support discussion in user behavior discussion in 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, instead of conducting direct survey activities. The main source is 
reports from Ericsson consumer lab.  

Ericsson consumer lab has studied ICT consumers since 1995 on many different countries 
including China. It has many valuable market data and reports in terms of consumer needs, trends, 
drivers and barriers from the field survey and interview work. With limited time for this thesis 
project, Ericsson consumer lab is the efficient way to get first hand market data. During the 
interview work in China, Ericson consumer lab in China offers much valuable data from their 
survey work about mobile broadband and OTT service in China.  

2.1.3 Interview 
Case study in Chapter 4 and market research in Chapter 5 is mainly based on interview data. 
Interviewees are selected from operators, media company, service providers.  The interviewing 
activities are conducted in Beijing and Stockholm. 
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Business case study is an important approach to conduct market research on European market 
because there are already several cooperation cases between media service company and mobile 
operators, e.g. Spotify and Telia. TV4 as a TV channel is discussed as mobile video service case. 
The business case study mainly works on the data input from interview. 
From 2012 March to 2012 May, three interviews were conducted in Sweden with Telia, Spotify 
and TV4, and three more interviews were conducted in China with China Mobile, China Unicom 
and Sohu TV. The interviewees mostly have the experience of mobile and media business 
development as well as cooperation discussion between operators and Internet service providers.  
The interview questions are designed based on the 6 elements in business model design from 
Chesbrough & Rosenbloom (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002). Same question flow is used in 
same type of company’s interveiw such as Telia, China mobile and China Unicom, which 
facilitates comparision between Sweden and China. Questions about cooperation between Telia 
and Sopotify are asked in both Telia and Spotify interveiw, to get the whole picture.  

The reason that Telia-Spotify is chosen as the case in discussion European mobile music market, 
is they are the first case that music service provider cooperate with MNO and the operation has 
brought proved benefit to both sides. TV4 is the largest TV channel in Sweden with its own 
mobile TV business, so TV4 is chosen as case for mobile video. Considering China Mobile’s 
mobile music business started early and has made a good profit, China Mobile is chosen as case 
in the mobile music discussion of China. China Unicom has fastest growth in 3G subscribers 
since 3G service was offered in China. The mobile video service has high requirement on 
bandwidth, so China Unicom is chosen as case for the mobile video discussion of China.  

Through the interview work, high level view on mobile media business is acquired as well as the 
problems operators and media company meet when they are offering media service over mobile 
broadband. The interview work contributes to identifying the possible solution and platform that 
can support mobile media service business.  

2.2 Analysis 
Three theories are used in analyzing business models in Europe and China, diffusion theory  
(ROGERS, 2003), Chesbrough & Rosenbloom’s business model design theory (Chesbrough & 
Rosenbloom, 2002), and ARA model theory (Håkansson & Snehota, 1989). The three theories 
are needed in different analyzing scenario. The diffusion theory is needed when analyzing the 
adoption progress and change decision, which produce findings on drivers and obstacles in China 
in terms of innovation adoption and diffusion decision system. The findings partly form the 
answers of RQ1 and RQ4. The Chesbrough & Rosenbloom’s business model design theory is 
only used on Telia-Spotify case, because Telia-Spotify is a proved successful cooperation case. 
The findings in the Telia-Spotify case study will support giving strategic business solution for 
Chinese market, in order to answer RQ5. The ARA model theory is used in Chinese market 
business model analysis, in reasons that the market structure and business environment in China 
are much more complicated than Europe. Visualized results of ARA model analysis provides 
clear map of mobile video and music business model in China. The findings of ARA model 
theory analysis for China gives findings on business actors, relations and business model, 
answering RQ2 and RQ3.  
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2.2.1 Diffusion study 
In China mainland market, the diffusion theory is used with the fact that the mobile broadband 
has just developed for 3 years and mobile media service adopters have just begin to show up. 
Five types of variables determine the adoption rate of mobile media service defined in Roger’s 
diffusion theory, are analyzed for China mainland market. Different change agency organizations, 
which influence the diffusion decision of mobile media innovation on different levels in China, 
are identified. Change agency system in China is analyzed on both content and service diffusion 
decision. 
 “Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over 
a period of time among the members of a social system”. (Rogers, 2003) (Bouwman, Christer 
Carlsson, Molina-Castillo, & Walden, 2006) Diffusion study aims to find the conditions, which 
increase or decrease the possibility that a new idea, product, or practice is adopted by 
members from a given social system. Everett M. ROGERS have suggested 5 attributes of an 
innovation to be measured in diffusion study: (1) relative advantage, (2) compatibility, (3) 
complexity, (4) trialability, and (5) observability. These attributes decide the adoption rate of 
certain innovation in specific social context.  (Rogers, 2003) The five attributes of mobile media 
service innovation in China are analyzed as well as the diffusion change agencies.  

The industry policy from the government and company report is the main data input of diffusion 
study. 

2.2.2 Chesbrough and Rosenbloom 
Chesbrough & Rosenbloom defined 6 elements in business model design, which is (1)the value 
proposition,(2)the market segment, (3)the cost structure and profit potential, (5)the firm 
organization and value chain, (5)the competitive strategy and (6)the position of the firm in the 
value network. The business model defined by the 6 elements mediates between technical and 
economic domain.  (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002) The business model analysis centers on 
certain business role’s operation in the value network. In the case study of Telia-Spotify, several 
elements of business model are analyzed to give a whole picture of the cooperation between Telia 
and Spotify. The business model analysis using Chesbrough & Rosenbloom’s theory on Telia-
Spotify brings general understanding on cooperation between Internet players and operators. The 
general understanding and finding in business model analysis of Telia-Spotify will facilitate ARA 
(Actors, Resources, Activities) analysis of Chinese mobile media market.  

2.2.3 ARA analysis 
Håkansson & Snehota have developed an analysis approach of market actor interaction and value 
networks, which is adapted to and combined with the ARA model. (Håkansson & Snehota, 1989)  
This approach is used in  this thesis in order to analyze the relation among actors and to identify 
the cooperation pattern. First, actors in Chinese mobile media service market are identified, as 
well as business roles, using ARA model theory. Then the actors are put into different business 
roles’ catalogue, based on the analysis of actors’ resource and activities. Third, different relation 
and cooperation patterns are identified through analyzing the actual combination of activities and 
relevant flows among actors. (Markendahl & Mäkitalo, 2007) Visualized charts describing the 
business models of mobile music and mobile video business in China are presented showing 
actors, activities, and resources. Market actors such as MNO and media company can play 
several business roles, which vary with different business models.  
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3 Mobile Media Service Outlook 

3.1 Definition 
What is mobile media service? What should be the media content of this service? The simply 
understandable concept of mobile media service is the access to the media content on mobile 
device. The media files could be the local files as well as the files from the server. However, as 
the users demand on instantly access to huge library of content, this thesis choose to narrow down 
the definition of the access of media content to the access to the cloud. This means the media files 
are streamed or downloaded directly through wireless network attached by the mobile device. 
And the mobile device here mainly means mobile phone and tablet with wireless network module 
and multimedia function. 

Multimedia content includes digital voice files such as music, lecture memo, etc. and video files 
such as TV show, movie, music video, etc. The second scope narrow down is narrowing down 
the voice media content to music. The reason of second narrow down is that music is the basic 
need of people’s daily life and the user demand of carrying music anywhere anytime has been 
proved huge as portable music players evolve for several generations from magnetic tape player 
to MP3. 

Video media content are divided into two catalogues in the discussion, commercial entertainment 
content and UGC (User Generated Content). TV show, Movie and music video, which require 
copyright to use and are owned by media group, TV channels, etc., belong to the former 
catalogue. Videos created by users as most of the ones on YouTube belong to the latter.  

Broadcast content and on-demand content forms the two major service models of mobile media 
service. Broadcast content are timely arranged by the service provider, such as digital radio and 
TV live channel. Many of the broadcast content are directly converted from conventional TV and 
Radio media. On-demand content mean the media content are available as user request. User can 
arrange the playlist of their favorite video and music.   

3.2 Digital Music Distribution Worldwide 

3.2.1 Evolution of digital music distribution 
On AES’s website, list of audio timeline shows the history of audio technology. 1 In 1998, mp3 
player using music downloaded from Internet appears and stimulates the digital music online 
sharing. With the launch of Napster in 1999, a decade of online music begins. During the past 10 
years, business model of online digital music distribution has changed fast.  

Online music begins with Napster era. Napster is free file sharing service using P2P technology, 
which allows people to share their MP3 files over Internet. However Napster soon run into legal 
trouble after major labels went after it. Eventually it was shutdown by the court in the lawsuit. 2 
Another similar P2P file sharing service, Kazza, became popular after Napster. Kazza also ended 
with shutting down in the lawsuit sued by record labels. Curiously Napster got the chance to re-

                                                
1 www.aes.org 
2 MacManus: Top Internet Trends of 2000-2009: Online Music 
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launch in 2009 after acquired by Best Buy. At the same year, Kazza turned into legal monthly 
subscription music download service after acquired by Brilliant Digital Entertainment, Inc. 
(MacManus, 2009) 

What make Napster and Kazaa success at the end of 1990s are free music and easy way to get 
music. Users get music from other users on the Internet for free, instead of going to music store 
to buy expensive CDs.  Internet makes music available on an easier way. Further more, Napster 
and Kazza offer people one place to find music from all the labels instead of searching for 
difference sources on the Internet. (Günther, 2010) Obviously files sharing model of digital music 
distribution has its own value on the service itself on top of the music content. But file-sharing 
service as Napster has no valid value sharing model with record labels, which makes it going to 
end soon.  

The second phase is the appearing of legal online music service. Apple makes the online music 
legitimate by launching “iTunes Store” in 2003 after the popular Apple mp3 player iPod 
launched in 2001. ITunes Store put online music retail business in a simple model. Tracks from 
all the labels, no matter hits or not, cost 99 cents on iTunes Store to download. The software 
compatible with iTunes store, iTunes, is used also for managing the music on both iPod and Mac, 
now extending to iPad and iPhone. The same platform makes music purchase, management, and 
accessibility all in an easy and simple way.  The easy and simple way plus legal content combing 
Apple’s line of services and devices make the success of iTunes store. Apple not only benefit 
from the retail revenue of music, but also increased sales on its device and software. Amazon and 
Google have launched same kind service later in 2007 and 2009 as iTunes, which are “Amazon 
MP3” and “Google Play”. 
The third phase of online music is combination with social network, making music social. Music 
is natural social culture. People would like to share with friends the good music they find out and 
listen to popular music among their social network.  Internet social network heat up in 2002 when 
Friendster had a successful launch, followed by MySpace in 2003 and Facebook in 2004.  
MySpace has a special connection with music world. MySpace became a popular hangout for 
local bands after its launch, especially indie rockers. “MySpace provided a way for those bands to 
promote their music and reach a wide network through social networking.” (MacManus, 2009) 
Friendster and Facebook also have social music element by creating “Star Page” of music artists, 
on which funs can get the latest update of their favorite stars.  

On one side social network put music feature on, on the other side the online music service 
become social. Apple has developed “ping” inside iTunes Store to let users “follow their favorite 
artists and friends to discover the music they are talking about, listening to, and downloading”1. 
Amazon also offers users portal to connect to Facebook account, which gives users social 
shopping experience. As mentioned on Amazon website2, the benefit of social shopping includes: 
“Discover Amazon recommendations for movies, music, and more based on your Facebook 
Favorites and Likes”, and “Explore your friends' Favorites and see who has similar interests”, etc. 
The social shopping function improves customer experience and stimulates the sales of digital 
music in Amazon MP3 store.  

                                                
1 www.apple.com/itunes/ping/ 
2 www.amazon.com/gp/facebook/ 
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Figure 2 Music social network from Apple, "Ping"(Source: iTune) 

 
Figure 3 Possibility to make Mp3 shopping social in Amazon (Source: Amason.com) 

The fourth phase of digital music distribution is discovering music online with services as 
Pandora1, Last.fm2, Shazam3, etc. Pandora is a free online music discovery service, which 
monetize its offers from advertisement revenue on the website and streamed radio. Pandora also 
refers its users’ favorite music to Amazon MP3 and iTunes Store to get share from the music 
sales. Shazam even innovates more than socializing music on music discovery by developing 
music recognition function in its mobile apps. When people hear some favorite music from 
speakers and can’t remember what song it is, then it’s time to touch Shazam. Shazam will 
recognize and list all the information of the music. There are both App Store link and Spotify link 
inside Shazam app. Shazam users can choose to buy the music discovered on Shazam through 
App Store or listen to it immediately on Spotify mobile app if they have Spotify premium. Except 
advertisement and music sale share, Shazam also gets revenue from its premium app sale in all 
kinds of app stores. 
 

                                                
1 http://www.pandora.com/ 
2 http://www.last.fm/ 
3 http://www.shazam.com/music/web/music.html 
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3.2.2 Increasing of service value 
The online digital music service starts to show up since 2003. There were only 30 online digital 
music services in 2003, while now over 400 are available online worldwide. In 2003, there were 
400,000 licensed tracks online, while in 2010 there are more than 11 million licensed tracks 
online. Every year roughly 1000000 songs are added to digital music service.1 Internet innovation 
creates all kinds of service models. ITunes, AmazonMP3, eMusic, represent the DRM-free music 
download services. Rhapsody, Spotify, MOG, Rdio, Music Unlimited, rara.com, Zune Music 
Pass, 7digital, represent the monthly subscribed music streaming service. Spotify, YouTube, 
Vevo, Myspace Music, AOLMusic, represent ad-support free music streaming service. Pandora, 
SiriusXM, Last.fm, Yahoo!Music, represent digital music Radio service with individualized taste. 
(Sherman, 2012) 
The digital sales channels become more and more important to record labels. In 2011, digital 
channels account for 32% of record labels revenue, which is more than other media content sales 
on digital channel such as newspaper, books, and film, except games. In some market even higher 
proportion of record label sales come from digital channels, such as the US (52%), South Korea 
(53%) and China(71%).  (IFPI, 2012) With phisical copy of music sales droping down, the 
digitial channel will eventually dominate music market globally. Record companies together with 
Internet industry keep innovating on digital music business models in adapting to new 
information technology, specially to mobile broadband. The succesful digital music services 
raised from markets with well developed information and media industry, are trying to expand 
their business internationally, which accelerate the speed of music sales digitalization globally.   
 

 
 
Figure 4 Proportion of Industry Sales Coming from Digital Sales in 2011 

(Source: PWC Global Entertainment & Media Outlook and IFPI.) 

                                                
1 http://www.ifpi.org/content/section_resources/music_services_film.html 
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All kinds of business model innovation gives customer different choices on digital music service. 
Digital music download service keeps expanding its footprint to more devices and more 
customers. Meanwhile more and more customers choose to subscribe to online music streaming 
service on a lower cost, which exchange for access to the tracks rather than owning the tracks. 
The cloud-based services such as iTune Match just turned to market reality in 2011.Cloud-base 
music service makes a new way to manage and store their music, enabling users to streaming 
their music library from a full range of devices. All the business innovation in digital music 
service comes to market under premise of increased mobile broadband and mobile device 
penetration. And mobile music, which is part of all the new popular digital music service, 
represents the trend of the new way people consuming music. 
With all kinds of digital music service’s success and their influence to the music industry, the 
market now sees music as service rather than product. The transforming of view on music from 
product to service brings ideas on digital service innovation. New service value is generated on 
top of the music content itself. The willingness to pay for the music increases as people get their 
confortable way of consuming music from digital music services. MNOs, as telecom service 
provider, benefit from bundling their major services with music service to reduce churn rate, 
attracting customer and improving network efficiency. (IFPI, 2012)  MNOs also contribute a lot 
to service innvoation of digtial music, with understanding on network, customers, mobile market 
and billing.    

3.2.3 MNO’s options of offering mobile music 
MNO have different options of offering mobile music service. Service model and value-sharing 
model diverse on different options. Different access form of music to mobile user makes the 
diversity of service model that includes streaming, downloading, IVR (Interactive voice response) 
music, ring back tone. Different ownership of music content and service platform makes the 
diversity of value-sharing model. For the ownership of music content, MNOs can choose to buy 
the copyright or use revenue sharing with labels. For the ownership of service platform, MNOs 
can choose developing the platform by their own, outsourcing to software company or 
cooperating with Internet player. 

From the perspective of MNOs enlarging value of MBB connection, downloading is not an 
optimized service model. Mobile users get the same experience as “downloading” through mobile 
network if they transfer music from computer to mobile device. “IVR music” and “Ring back 
tone” are vey profitable service model, especially in emerging market with low smart phone 
penetration. They are in the scope of mobile music service but not using mobile broadband 
network. “Mobile music streaming” give accessibility of the music to mobile users but not the 
ownership of music tracks. The accessibility is on condition that mobile users have mobile 
broadband connection, so “Mobile music streaming” is ideal service model for MNOs offering 
music OTT service. The strengthened service value of streaming attracts more users an increases 
the willingness to pay for the service. 

Using revenue sharing model of roughly 50:50 is the common value sharing model of MNOs 
offering mobile music service. This lower the risk of innovation on new service model of mobile 
music for MNOs, as the payment to record label depends on the revenue from user rather than 
regular licensing fee. Many Tie1 operators in Europe and China have developed their own music 
service platform. But the problems exist in the old business model. MNOs now are seeking 
business transform approach through outsourcing and cooperating with Internet players. The 
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discussion in the following sections of this thesis report will focus on the new business model 
options.  

3.3 Video Content on Mobile Device 
The consumption of video on mobile device has many differences with that on TV Screen and 
computer, concerning the screen size and use scenario. Thus, the content consumed on mobile 
device needs to meet the special requirement of mobile users. First the video format must be data 
rate efficient due to limitation of wireless network bandwidth or the higher mobile data price than 
fix line. Second, comparing to linear TV offered by TV networks, mobile device users require 
more personalized and interactive content. Third, it will influence customer experience much 
more if inserting advertisement in mobile video content, than the big screen TV and computer. 

Two basic mobile video service models are linear TV streaming and Video on Demand. Linear 
TV streaming service on mobile device is just like traditional TV, but on mobile device. Many 
TV media company seeks cooperation with mobile operators to offer their TV channels through 
mobile network in order to promoting their TV channels and extend the value of linear TV 
content. Video on Demand video service is used more often on mobile device, because People 
would like to consume TV shows, TV programs, Film, on any convenient time through their 
mobile device. Mobile VoD service providers can be operators, TV channels, and video 
streaming Internet players.  
A big portion of mobile video content consumed is the UGC content. Users of video sharing site 
such as YouTube and Vimeo grow fast. Users can upload their own video to YouTube and share 
with the community or friends on Facebook. Most of the video content on YouTube are UGC 
content, while there are also licensed video on YouTube, which increase the popularity of the 
video website. One example is Vevo, which is online music video service providing premium 
high-quality music videos content with 1.3 million YouTube subscribers.1 The concept of video 
sharing site starting with Internet extend the service successfully to mobile device. The short time 
clips are easy to be consumed by mobile users, without worry about the mobile data volume. 
Moreover, the socialized video sharing service model creates more interaction between users, 
encouraging users upload more UGC content and share with others. Bundling with mobile 
operator system such as iOS also increase access to video content on YouTube from mobile 
device. 

                                                
1Data is get on YouTube website in June 2012 
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4 European Mobile Media Market 

4.1 Mobile Broadband Development 
Europe is one of the most developed areas in telecommunication service. As mobile broadband 
and smartphone users take continuous growth worldwide, Europe leads the trend on mobile 
broadband connectivity with mobile broadband penetration reaching 54% in 2011, which is 
almost twice the Americas.1 We see fast adoption of new mobile broadband technology such as 
HSPA, and recently LTE with the fact that there are already 20 LTE commercial networks in 
Europe. Widely available smartphone subsidies together with data plan make the entry cost of 
mobile broadband very low. (GSMA, 2011)The mobile broadband data cost is relatively low 
comparing to developing countries, thanks to deployment of mobile access fiber network.  

 
Figure 5 Broadband Subscriptions per 100 inhabitants, 2011 

(Source: ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database) 

Most of mobile broadband subscriptions are used on smartphone, with the fact that the 
penetration of mobile broadband through data card and dongles are still at the low level of 6%. 
But the number varies significant across Europe, with Finland having the highest penetration rate 
at 22% and Luxembourg only 1% penetration. (GSMA, 2011) So mobile device like smartphone 
and tablets consumes main data volume of mobile broadband network. The data traffic could be 
social networking, chatting, music streaming and video streaming. The multimedia traffic takes 
big portion of subscribers’ monthly data quota, as well as VOIP calls.  
The mobile data traffic in Europe keeps increasing since 2007. MNOs need to keep upgrade its 
mobile broadband network capacity, especially in dense populated urban area. Although 
European operators have more frequency resources than other developing countries such as in 
Asia, due to well-regulated telecom market and limited licenses, the high mobile data traffic in 
city hot spot area is still a challenge for MNOs. One of approaches of handling increasing mobile 
data requirement is off load data traffic from macro layer to local wireless network including 
femto cell, pico cell and WiFi. Widely available WiFi networks in central business area and 
household deal with a significant portion request of wireless data traffic.  
                                                
1Source: ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators database 
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Figure 6 Mobile data traffic evolution 

(Source: ECC PT1) 

3G coverage has improved dramatically last few years with approximately 90% European 
population and 68% of land covered. This is especially impressive when it comes to 3G coverage 
in low-density populated area of countries like Sweden and Finland. Telecom regulators in 
Europe have made effort to guarantee universal access of mobile broadband service by means of 
both regulation and conditional 3G licenses. In Sweden, the National Post and Telecom Agency 
(PTS) issue the 3G licenses from “beauty contest” rather than “auction”, which means the 
winners are selected based on rollout and coverage commitments. This kind of beauty contest 
licensing approach ensures operators’ investment and network rollout speed for 3G coverage of 
rural area. Moreover widely adopted network sharing agreement between MNOs also contributes 
to the universal access of 3G services in Europe. Two network sharing partnerships on 3G 
networks can be found in Sweden. Tele2 built its 3G network jointly with TeliaSonera under a 
network sharing agreement, while another similar 3G network sharing partnership is between 
with Hi3G Access AB and Telenor. 1 Network sharing not only increase network roll out speed, 
but also reduce MNOs investment risks in lower-populated area.  

4.2 Telia-Spotify Case 
MNOs are searching business models of offering customer-wanted OTT services to drive the data 
traffic of mobile broadband. The market has shown great demand of mobile music service, and 
many services with different service model and value sharing model are showing up in mobile 
market. Among them, some successful case based on the cooperation between MNOs and 
Internet players have done paradigmatic work to the industry. Other players involved in mobile 
music business, especially MNOs in emerging market, can get lessons learn from those 
successful case.  This section is to identify feasible business model of MNOs offering mobile 
music OTT service, through studying on the successful case “Telia-Spotify” in Sweden. 

                                                
1http://www.cn-c114.net/576/a404266.html 
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4.2.1 Case introduction 
The cooperation 

Spotify is DRM (Digital Right Management)-based online music streaming service provider from 
Sweden. It has launched its service since 2007, and achieved 10 million users and 3 million 
paying subscribers by March 2012. It has a huge music library of 15 million songs that can be 
streamed from the cloud to desktop and mobile devices. Spotify supports multiplatform including 
Mac OS, Windows, iOS, Android, etc. Telia is largest incumbent mobile operator in Sweden, 
offering mobile, broadband and TV connection.  

Since 2009, Telia have cooperated with Spotify, which enables Telia to offer mobile data 
package together with music streaming service. From this cooperation, Telia aim to gain new 
customer and maintain loyal customer by meeting customer’s mobile music streaming demand. 
Through introducing Spotify premium service to Sweden’s largest mobile operators’ subscribers; 
Spotify will make a big step on market promotion. Spotify subscriptions sold through Telia over 
the 2010 increased by 300 percent, and 25 percent of Spotify’s Premium users in Sweden are 
acquired through Telia.1 Telia is Spotify’s second ISP partners following one with Sweden's 
Bredbandsblaget, which has come to an end now, although Spotify also have ISP partners in 
other country such as VirginMedia in UK. Telia-Spotify model is named as “a powerful 
marketing platform for music business” by the music industry.  

Business transform 
Business transformation is the fundamental change to the way a business operates, whether that 
be moving into a new market or operating in a new way. (Capgemini) It is an approach to bring 
about organization’s business strategy and vision by realigning its activities related to people, 
process and technology. In Telia-Spotify case, two kinds of business transform have to be carried 
well to make successful mobile music business. One transform is from FBB to MBB, while the 
other is from separate services to bundling service with both data package and music.  
Moving from FBB to MBB, the performance of network is the big obstacle faced by mobile 
streaming service. Even though operators keep investing in mobile broadband network to 
improve the coverage, the network performance still can’t compare to FBB. The OTT services 
need to make special adjustments to the radio network environment to achieve good real time 
experience. Except the technology transforming part, the macro business environment including 
the penetration of smartphone and mobile broadband takes important part as well in the 
transformation from FBB to MBB. Sweden has very high smartphone and MBB penetration 
(Table 1). 
Apparently transforming mobile music services into bundling services with data and music 
makes many benefits in terms of improving end user experience and promoting the service. 
Before cooperation, Spotify and Telia offers services separately, music streaming and MBB 
connection. When transforming to bundling services, negotiation on the revenue sharing model 
takes place all the way. A win-win revenue sharing business model between Spotify, Telia and 
labels, makes the success. 
 

                                                
1Source: http://www.exportmusicsweden.org 
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Top 10 countries by active mobile broadband subscriptions per 100 inhabitants 
Rank Country Percentage Rank Country Percentage 

1 Korea (Rep.) 91.0 6 Hong Kong, China 74.5 

2 Japan 87.8 7 Portugal 72.5 

3 Sweden 84.0 8 Luxembourg 72.1 

4 Australia 82.7 9 Singapore 69.7 

5 Finland 78.1 10 Austria 67.4 

Table 1 Top 10 countries by smartphone penetration in 2011 

(Source: ITU and Wireless Intelligence) 

4.2.2 Value proposition 
Spotify’s value in the cooperation 
Great user experience is one important value that Spotify delivers in this partnership. 
Multiplatform, high quality music streaming, fast streaming, especially huge music collection， 
make Spotify very competitive in online music streaming business. The platform of Spotify uses 
a combination of server-based streaming and peer-to-peer technology. The goal is to make music 
streaming even faster than playing the local file. Besides the fast streaming user experience, the 
agreements that Spotify has managed to make with all the major labels, and also with smaller 
record companies bring huge music collection to Spotify users. With plugging into Facebook 
platform, Spotify boost its paying subscribers even faster. 

The brand is another important value from Spotify. In the interview with Lars Roth from Telia, 
the brand value of Spotify is even emphasized more than the user experience. “We have our own 
music streaming service before cooperation with Spotify, but it takes much marketing resources 
to explain to users. When bundling Spotify in Telia’s mobile broadband service, it just works. 
The name ‘Spotify’ explains everything”. The trusted and popular brand will save a lot of time 
and money on marketing, which are especially difficult when introducing new services to 
customers.  
Telia’s value in the cooperation 

Spotify needs a good end to end delivery of its service, and Telia has one of the best network in 
Sweden in terms of FBB, MBB and MDU1. The good quality network is obvious the biggest 
value that Telia add in this partnership. The big problem when music streaming moves to mobile 
is the real time experience. The mobile broadband network quality directly influences the end 
user experience of mobile music streaming.  
The trust that Telia add to the Spotify service is enormous. Telia are one of the most trusted 
brands in Sweden. The announcement of Telia having partnership with Spotify is saying that 
Spotify is a valid service provider. And the trust is extremely important for a start-up company.  

Another important value from Telia as an operator is the billing capability. Telia has healthy 
continuous relation with customers regarding its billing situation, which has low bad debt rate 
and are among the most paid bills in Sweden. Telia have better capability to provide billing 
service than common billing systems, such as credit card. From the Spotify perspective, the 

                                                
1Multi-Dwelling Unit, a common form is an apartment building 
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bundled billing is the biggest benefit got from the partnership with Telia. Quote from the 
interview of Spotify “Integrated billing is the most important value we get from the Telia, and the 
others is rather small comparing to billing.” 

Case analysis 
Music streaming service provider usually owns the server and the client. The end-to-end delivery 
of the content lies in the network. When music streaming moves to mobile, the network quality 
becomes the key factor in end user experience. Good quality mobile network is the biggest 
leverage operators can use in seeking cooperation with music streaming SP. And the brand is also 
important. Brand brings trust. The brand power from both side are significant in promoting the 
bundled data and music package, with the fact that the mobile music service are still relevantly 
new in most market. The high class billing capability has been proved to be valuable asset of 
mobile operators in emerging services like mobile wallet. In partnership with music streaming SP, 
operators provide the value of billing to the upstream actors on the value chain, and ultimately 
add on the end user value.  Figure 7 has shown the value proposition operator and music 
streaming SP in our case.  

 
Figure 7 Value proposition of Spotify and Telia 

4.2.3 Market position and revenue model 
Market segmentation 

The purpose for segmenting a market is to allow marketing program to focus on the subset of 
prospects that are "most likely" to purchase the offering.(Business Resource Software) Market 
segmentation is done based on the need of customer. Services or products of companies are 
differentiated and customized on different segment target.   

Free streaming with ads is common revenue model of music streaming service. The 
advertisement income is limited so that most of the free music streaming service doesn’t have big 
music library and high capacity servers. There are always limitations on listening time on free 
music streaming. Certainly there are other market segments except the free music listener, 
especially in developed countries. Spotify has differentiated its service into three levels, among 
which only the ultimate service level, premium, can use mobile streaming service. Table 2 shows 
the detail of each service level. 
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 Spotify Premium Spotify Unlimited Spotify Free 

Price 99 kr per month 49 kr per month Free 

Millions of tracks available instantly    

Play and organize your own MP3s    

Spotify social    

Take your music abroad   14 days 

Spotify radio mode    

No advertising    

Play local files on your mobile    

Play music from Spotify on your mobile    

Offline mode on your desktop    

Offline mode on your mobile    

Enhanced sound quality    

Exclusive content    

Play Spotify through music systems    

Table 2 Spotify price plan in Sweden 

(Source: Spotify Sweden website, www.spotify.com/se, March, 2012) 

Spotify’s three level service packages use usage rate and pattern as market segmentation factor, 
while Telia use age, income as market segmentation factor on its surfing packages, besides usage 
rate and pattern. Table 3 is all the Telia’s surfing packages that offer free 12 months Spotify 
premium on the top. Telia’s campaign on the website1: “Telia Mobile Flex, Complete, Telia Max 
25 with Mobil or Mobil Surf Extra for 24 months to get Spotify Premium in 12 months (worth 
1188 SEK).” 

Mobile Flex  

Flex 
small 

Flex Medium Flex Large 

Max 25(For youth 
and student) 

Complete 

Subscription  
Price per 
month 

199 kr 399 kr 599 kr 98 kr 699 kr 

Service 
Package 

Call for 
69 cents per 
minute, send 
SMS for 
69 cents and 
surf freely up 
to 0.5 GB.  

1000 minutes 
to call for, 
1000 free SMS or 
MMS in Sweden 
and can surf free 
of charge up to a 
full 5 GB.  

Free 3000 minutes of 
talk time, 
3000 SMS, MMS 3000. 
Free surf upto10 GB. 
Not possible to add 
additional package. 

5000 free SMS 
(in Sweden), 
0 kr/min to 
Telia's mobile 
49 cents / minute 
to other mobile, 
49 cents / min 
to landline 
1GBfree surfing 
 

Free 3000 minutes of 
talk time, 
3000 SMS, MMS 3000. 
Free surf upto10 GB 
Subscription can be 
personalized. 

Table 3 Telia mobile subscription packages (Source: Telia Sweden Website, March 2012) 

                                                
1Telia Sweden website, http://www.telia.se/privat/mobilt/abonnemang/, March 2012 
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Except Mobile Flex, Max 25 and Complete, there are a few other mobile subscriptions. But Telia 
only offer its free 12 months Spotify free premium on these three with mobile surfing package. 
Apparently the bundling service with both data and Spotify targets on the frequent mobile 
Internet users with an extra “music on the go” need.  
Value chain 

Mobile music streaming service comes as an ICT innovation providing new distribution channel 
for traditional music industry. Telia-Spotify bundling service has added much value to the end 
user experience of listening to music, above the music itself. 
The record labels, as the copyright owners, provide the music content to mobile music service. 
Artists sign contract with record labels such as Universal to get promotion and share of the music 
sales. In return, the labels will be copyright holder of the music over the contract. In music 
industry, major labels run both music publishing business and recording business internationally, 
holding a bunch of artists’ music. And there are also thousands of small localized labels having 
the contracts with specific artists. 

 
Figure 8 Value chain of Telia-Spotify bundling 

Cost structure and profit potential 

The big part of the costs that Telia takes comes from the substantial amount of data traffic 
generated by Spotify users. Any data traffic going through Telia’s network will make production 
cost. Spotify users consume somewhere between 100MB to 1GB data per month. The costs of 
Telia to offer Spotify service also include bad debt and customer service cost, which means 
teaching customer in the store, helping to activate to the administration, etc.  
Spotify has a different story regarding the cost of offering its service through Telia network. 
Basically it makes no difference on the operation cost with offering Spotify over other mobile 
operator’s network. Telia’s bundling will just help Spotify increase its premium users in general.  

For Telia, the profit potential of offering Spotify free trial is not directly from subscription itself, 
cause Telia is the one who pay for the free trial even though on a massive discount price. Figure 9 
shows the estimated revenue sharing model of Spotify over Telia. The numbers in the figure are 
not from official source but assumed value based on the interview with Lars Roth from Telia. “In 
streaming business, you have fixed revenue from end user. If Telia charges 99 SEK/month, a 
small margin will be taken by Telia and everything will be given to Spotify. Bulk of the money 
goes to labels.”1  From our assumption figure, only 10% of the end user revenue is kept by Telia 
to cover the cost. The labels behind Spotify give better deal to Spotify over Telia than other 
distribution channels what so ever, although they still get the most of the end user revenue, 

                                                
1 See Appendix B-a, Interview with Telia 
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around 50%. The important benefit for Telia is that this key differentiation factor will bring Telia 
more mobile data subscriptions, so as to increase its core business’s revenue. Telia would like to 
see users move from other operators’ subscriptions to Telia, because of the free Spotify service.  

 
Figure 9 Revenue sharing of end user revenue of Spotify over Telia 

To analyze the profit potential of Spotify, the mobility of music streaming service play important 
role. From Figure 10, we can see that the launch of Spotify iOS and Android application in 
August 2009 has made the inflection of Spotify paying user percentage. Partnership with Telia 
made another good impact on the paying user percentage. The mobility is the killer factor that 
drives take-up of premium services. (Scott, 2011) The bundled service firstly increases the 
premium subscription revenue of Spotify, and secondly, the more important profit potential is 
that the bundling sends message to end user that Spotify works with tie1 operator to deliver the 
music “mobility”, which will drives more and more freemium users to take up premium 
subscription. 

 
Figure 10 Spotify’s user base by service type, Europe, September 2008–March 2011 

(Source: AnalysysMason,2011) 

Value network 
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Telia is the incumbent operator in Sweden as a subsidiary of TeliaSonera, which is the largest 
telecom operator of fix-line, mobile, broadband in Nordic and Baltic in terms of the revenue and 
customer base. In Sweden’s mobile call and mobile data market, Telia have the biggest market 
share of 40%, while the second one is Tele2 with 30% market share. The other two major 
operators in mobile telephony are Telenor and Hi3g. The strong position among the mobile 
operators in Sweden makes Telia the first choice when Spotify seeks telecom partner.  
Spotify is fast growing music streaming SP. In digital music streaming business, globally Spotify 
has a market share of 18.7% in 2011, increased from 9.1% percent in 20101. In Sweden, Spotify 
has somewhat dominated the market of music streaming, with the fact that many US based music 
streaming services are not available in Swedish market. For example, when trying to access 
Rhapsody music streaming service from Sweden, it shows “We are not able to offer Rhapsody 
Premier in Sweden at this time.”  
In Figure 8, it shows that the record labels and the collecting society play important roles in the 
value network around Telia-Spotify case. In Sweden, the major music collecting society is STIM, 
an incorporated association owned by those who create music -- the authors and music 
publishers.2 STIM as a non-profit organization has more than 65,000 affiliated members and also 
works on behalf of the similar organization in other country. The major labels that connect to the 
Telia-Spotify mobile music service in Sweden are Universal Music, Warner Music and Sony 
Music. The record labels are at the side of traditional music industry, which has totally different 
business culture with telecom industry, rock style with technology. Spotify works in the value 
network as connection joint between tons of content from music record labels and the connection 
provider, Telia. Spotify needs to negotiate with the record labels on the discounted price offered 
to the bundling with Telia. The “middle-man” position is important part of Spotify’s business 
success. 

4.2.4 Competition strategy 
Clearly there are quite a lot of competitors out there sharing the same market segment of digital 
music consumer. Both online music store giants like Amazon music store, ITunes Store, Google 
Play, and online streaming SPs like Pandora, Rhapsody, Rdio, are the competitors that Spotify 
needs to consider. To build an easy to use, customer friendly streaming service forms the core 
strength of Spotify among the competition battle. Except that, strategic partnership gives 
additional competitive power.  
The exclusive partnership with the NO.1 operator Telia more or less makes Spotify a dominant 
position in Sweden digital music streaming market. All the Telia mobile broadband subscribers 
become Spotify premium users, which is a tremendous adding on Spotify’s popularity and brand. 
On the other hand, Telia gets a killing differentiator on its mobile broadband service that makes 
strong competition power with other MNOs.  

Spotify’s partnership with Facebook introduces social elements to user’s music experience. Users 
can share with Facebook friends what they are listening to and also play friends’ playlist. 
Although it is not an exclusive partnership, the success cooperation with social network giant 

                                                
1Source: Artic Startup, Feb 2012,  http://www.arcticstartup.com/2012/02/10/spotify-market-share 
2 STIM, Swedish Composer International Music Agency, http://www.stim.se/en/ 
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makes Spotify a lot more competitive with those outside Facebook’s business. Facebook 
essentially gives Spotify favored partner status, giving the fact that some others have failed to 
achieve similar agreement with Facebook. Letlisten, another online music streaming SP, 
developed its Facebook sharing feature before Spotify, but failed to get Facebook’s agreement.  

4.3 Mobile Video Service in Europe 

4.3.1 Demand growth 
Mobile TV/Video users in Europe increase dramatically as mobile broadband subscription 
increase. In 2010, the number of people watching video on mobile device is 12.1 millions, 66% 
more than 2009. 1 As discussed in Chapter 5, VoD and linear TV streaming are the two major 
service model of mobile video business. Some users also watch video on mobile device by side 
loading video files to their mobile device from computer. This results in consumption of mobile 
video but without using service platform and mobile broadband network. Among different ways 
of mobile video consumption, VoD or TV programming view grow on the fastest speed, on an 
increasing rate of 99% in 2010 year on year.  
Mobile TV/Video Consumption  
July 2010 vs. July 2009 (3 Month Avg.) 
Total EU5 (U.K., DE, FR, ES and IT), Age 13+ 

Mobile Subscribers Who Watched 
TV/Video On Mobile Phone (000) 

  

Jul-2009 Jul-2010 % Change 
Total Audience: 13+ yrs old 226,500 230,500 N/A 
Watched TV and/or video on mobile phone ever in month 7,292 12,122 66% 
Watched any programmed mobile TV/video 4,265 7,819 83% 
Watched Broadcast TV programming 2,041 3,469 70% 
Watched On-demand video or TV programming 2,630 5,224 99% 
Watched any TV/video side loaded to phone 4,082 6,210 52% 
Table 4 Mobile Video Consumption in Europe (Source: comScore MobiLens) 

4.3.2 TV4 case 
Many content owners and aggregators launched their own online video service platform in 
Europe, most of which support common mobile device operation system. The important force is 
the TV channel. TV42 is the largest TV channel in Sweden since 1994. TV4 play is the VoD 
service offered by TV4, streaming video content through TV4 play website3  and mobile 
applications. In 2010, TV4 has launched a package of four major channels available to 
subscribers of the Telia, 3 and Tele2 mobile networks4. The four major channels including TV4, 
                                                
1 Source: comScore MobiLens,  

http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Press_Releases/2010/9/Video_Makes_it_Big_on_the_Small_Screen_in_Eu
rope 

2 http://www.tv4.se/ 

3 http://www.tv4play.se/ 

4 http://www.broadbandtvnews.com/2010/05/31/tv4-launches-mobile-tv-pack/ 
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TV4 Plus, TV400 and TV4 Fakta, were offered open to all the 3G subscribers with video playing 
capable smartphone. In this thesis project, TV4 and its cooperation with MNOs are used as case 
of mobile video service in Europe. The following discussion is based on the interviews with TV4.  

TV4 has a very strong position when trying to cooperate with MNOs in Sweden. Operators are 
eager to have the content on their network to differentiate the mobile service, while TV4 just 
treats the mobile TV as another distribution channel with less revenue potential. In the old 
business model, TV channels offer their TV content to operators’ TV network for free or even 
have to pay to the operators for the distribution channel. Since 19931, TV channels start to realize 
the TV content’s value and ask operators to pay for the content. The value sharing model changes 
from time to time as the negotiation on “who should pay” never finishes, but TV channels have 
used leverage of TV content’s customer value to hold a strong position in the value chain, which 
continues when it comes to mobile video business.  
Right now all the TV4 programs are financed through both advertising and distribution charge to 
operators. The major revenue source is still advertisement, and the priority distribution channel is 
still traditional household TV network. There are two obstacles when delivering TV content to 
mobile device from TV4 perspective. One is that there is no way to measure the advertisement 
rate on mobile device, the other is that it is difficult to do localized advertisement program on 
mobile network. The price of 7 minutes break commercial in TV program depends on the 
audience rate. As it is still not technically feasible to measure the audience rate of mobile video, 
the value of commercials on mobile video is difficult to be recognized by the market. Moreover, 
TV4 embeds local advertising to its program, which means same TV programs are sent to 30 
regions of Sweden with different local commercials. Local advertising market is huge in Sweden, 
very profitable for TV4. How to manage local advertising on mobile distribution channel? This is 
another unsolved issue TV4 concerns, regarding monetizing mobile video advertisement. The 
local advertising requires operators to transmit more versions of TV programs, which increase 
bandwidth cost. This makes the local advertising operators’ concern as well in the cooperation. 

 
Figure 11 Local Advertising 

TV channels need to pay to the content owners such as Hollywood filmmaker. The content rights 
are specified to device, which means TV channels need to clear the rights separately for 
                                                
1 The first case is that Eurosports asked payment from operators in 1993. 
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distributing the content to different devices, networks. Not all the TV networks in Europe manage 
to clear the content right for all their distribution channels. Specially, the Internet and mobile 
streaming are usually not covered. TV4 has managed the clearance of content right with Copy 
Swede1, which is another collective society in Sweden, for TV4’s online video and mobile video 
service. TV4 has to make agreement with both content owner and Copy Swede for the clearance 
of rights. Right now, TV4 takes all the right clearance charge for video contents used in their TV 
program, although they think the cost should be distributed to operators as well.  

                                                
1 http://www.copyswede.se/ 
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5 Overview of Mobile Media Service In China 
This chapter will give market research findings of China in mobile media business, based on 
literature study, and interviews done in China with China Mobile, China Unicom, and Sohu TV. 
After discussion of mobile media service in both China and Europe, RQ1 can be answered at the 
end of this chapter. 

RQ1:	   What	   are	   the	   differences	   and	   similarities	   between	   China	   mainland	   market	   and	   EU	  
market?	  

5.1 Telecom Industry 
China, as the biggest developing country in the world with most population, has 939.501 millions 
mobile subscribers by September 2011, which is 69.7% of the total population.1 The total mobile 
subscriber number takes a continuous growth with two drivers. One is that operators keep 
extending their network coverage to untapped rural areas. Second is operators has invested a lot 
to upgrade their mobile network to the third generation and been promoting its 3G services, 
especially in urban market. The number of 3G subscribers reached 200 million in Q4 2011 and 
accounted for 22 percent of the total. 2  Number of mobile Internet user reaches 430 million with 
market cap of 25.18 billion CNY.3 More than half of mobile Internet users are still using 2.5G 
data service as GPRS. A fast growth of smartphone contributes to the growth of mobile Internet 
service, although the penetration of smartphone is still low at around 10 percent of the total base. 
The exact number of smartphone penetration is hard to calculate due to that there are a lot of 
black devices in the market such as fake iPhone with all the smartphone features.  

There are 3 mobile operators in China, China Mobile. China Unicom and China Telecom. China 
mobile has the highest market share of 67.4%. “The operator continued to dominate the Chinese 
mobile market but its market share has been on a gradual long-term decline due to pressure from 
China Unicom and China Telecom.”4 China Unicom starts to operate in both fix and mobile 
network after merging with China Network Communication Group in 2009. China Telecom, the 
previous fix line network operator, started to operate mobile network after taking CDMA 
network from China Unicom and 42 million CDMA users in 2009.  
Three 3G licenses with different mobile network technology are awarded to the three mobile 
operators. China mobile hold a license using home grown technology, TD-SCDMA. China 
Unicom use WCDMA, while China Telecom use CDMA-2000 on top of the CDMA 2G network. 
China Unicom is believed to have an advantage to take a lead on 3G service as the WCDMA 
handset is widely available and China Unicom is the first one to launch iPhone 3G package.  

                                                
1 Business Monitor International: China Telecommunication Report, 2012 Q1. 
2 Calum Dewar (2012), Wireless Intelligence: China approaches 1 billion mobile connections as 3G services gain   
traction 
3 Eguan Data (2012 Q1), http://data.eguan.cn/yiguanshuju_131943.html 
4 Business Monitor International: China Telecommunication Report, 2012 Q1. 
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Table 5 China mobile operator market share (Source: BMI) 

5.2 Media Streaming Service 

5.2.1 Mobile music 
Mobile music services in China are provided through two kinds of companies, Internet company 
and mobile operators. There are quite a lot of free music streaming services from Internet 
companies. Most of the popular music streaming services has their apps on multiplatform 
including iPhone, Android phone, iPad, etc. Smartphone and tablet users use the apps to stream 
music from Wi-Fi and 3G networks. Users pay for the connection and device, get free music apps 
for the service. Mobile operators also has its mobile music service platforms offering music 
streaming, ring back tone and single track download service with charge of service free and data 
fee. Service fee is for the mobile music service and data free is for the data consumed by the 
service. As of content licensing, a certain amount of services offered by Internet company have 
legal content and pay limited licensing fee to labels, while others are still using content from the 
search engine with no copyright clearance. While music used in operator’ service is completely 
legal and has been authorized right of use by record labels. But operators don’t pay licensing fee 
to record labels, instead revenue sharing model is used, which means labels get paid if their 
music are downloaded or streamed. The detail revenue sharing model will be discussed later on.  
In 2011, China mobile as the world’s biggest operator in term of subscribers has 22 billion CNY 
revenue on its mobile music business, increased 7.8% year on year. 1  Here this report will use 
China Mobile case to discuss Chinese mobile operator’s offer on mobile music. Previously China 
Mobile developed its music service platform by cooperating with service providers, outsourcing 
the platform and concentrating on the business development. After several lawsuits took place on 
the management team of its Sichuan music base, it shows that the previous business model brings 
high finance and political risk. Now China Mobile has abandoned the strategy of cooperation 
with SPs, instead China Mobile cooperates with labels and music content aggregators directly 
through its mobile music business unit in Sichuan. The content providers don't pay much 
attention to how China Mobile uses the music content to design the service model in detail. The 
negotiation between China Mobile and content providers lies on the revenue sharing model.  

China Mobile’s music application “Sui Sheng Ting” is implemented with functions of streaming, 
downloading and setting ring backbone. Users can choose monthly subscriptions cost 5 CNY per 
month for unlimited streaming and limited downloading, or to pay on each downloaded song for 

                                                
1 China Mobile 2011 Annual Report 
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1-3 CNY.1 The data consumption is free of charge under China Mobile’s WAP access point. 
China Mobile shares the revenue of service charge with record labels on a 1:1 model. Labels get 
50% of the service fee generated from the songs they provide to China Mobile. If users want to 
set their favorite song on “Sui Sheng Ting” platform as ring back tone, an extra monthly ring 
back tone “function fee” has to be paid, according to standard of each province branch 
company’s charge standard.  
The other two operators use similar service model and revenue model to China mobile. The core 
value that operators deliver in its mobile music service is good mobile Internet network, legal 
music, and good customer service. User resource is considered as the most valuable leverage of 
mobile operators when content providers trying to cooperate with them, followed with the billing 
capability. With many illegal music copies on the search engine and low protect power to music 
copyright in China, the ability to charge users for music service from MNOs has huge value to 
the record labels. Thus mobile operators in China have a strong negotiation power with labels, 
and dominant the music service value chain. “China Mobile’s development strategy of its mobile 
media business is to combine all the VAS service in a synthetic service platform over an 
intelligent network, delivering featured content on friendly user interface”2. 
Operators consider the value of its BSS/OSS systems obvious to content providers, but still don’t 
have an easy way to organize and explore it to facilitate mobile music business. Customized 
service with more customer value might be possible if user data can be utilized to design service 
model. Another obstacle when operators develop its mobile music service is the competition from 
freemium services offered by Internet company. The freemium music service provider have more 
flexibility than mobile operators to source the content and use advertisement revenue model, 
which is easier to promote than subscription model. 

5.2.2 Mobile video 
Online Video serivce users have been increasing continiously from 2007’s 160 million to 2011’s 
325 million. (China Internet Information Center 2012)  The market cap of china online video 
business in 2012Q1 is 1.78billion CNY, increased by 78.5% year on year. The market cap of 
advertisement over online video at the same period is 1.19billion CNY, increased by 81.1% year 
on year. (iResearch 2012) The advertisement revenue is still the major revenue source of online 
video business. Comparing to online music, online video players are more dynamic, including not 
only operators and Internet company, but also TV stations and state owned media groups.  
In the beginning when start-ups in Internet industry get into video streaming business with P2P 
technology and venture capital, the barriers of this business were the “typical three in Internet 
business”, Technology, Capital and Product. As the market getting mature and content copyright 
getting legalized, the important elements became Content, User and Marketing. Now the 
government implement more regulatory as new media became significant comparing to 
traditional media. More big state owned media groups, Internet giants of portal sites and search 
engine sites join in the online video business. Now the barriers are License, Resource 
Combination and Revenue model. Previously, “because many video sites provided popular, 
pirated content, an entire generation of users was accustomed to consuming online video for free, 
                                                
1 wm.10086.cn 
2 Quote from interview with Hong Hou from China Mobile. 
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making it difficult to grow a user base without providing illegitimate content.” (Kevin Anthony, 
2008) The advertisement based revenue model works well on free content. But now as 
illegitimate content are no longer applicable on online video site and price asked by content 
provider are increasing, changes have to be made on revenue model.  

 
Figure 12 Changes of barriers in online video business in China 

A series of licenses and certifications are required to provide video services online, which are 
taken for granted in places like the United States and Europe. This creates huge barriers, specially 
for the non- state owned Internet company. Four major licenses related to online video services 
are listed below, which are used for regulating “new media”1.  (The State Administation Of Radio 
Film and Television 2007)  586 companies and organizations have the first license in the list, to 
provider online media services (not mobile media). The major private Internet companies and 
service providers are all among the 586. However, only eight state owned media company have 
the second license in the list,  to provide content for mobile video service, which means mobile 
operators can only cooperate with these eight mobile video license owner on moblie video 
business. Thus the eight mobile video license owners are the only licensed mobile video content 
providers, and other private video service companies such as Youku2 have to put its content 
under the eight license owner’s unbrella.  
The third license in the list authorizes company to publish video on Internet. The fourth license 
from telecom regulator autorizes service provider to run OTT serive over mobile network.  

1. Information Network Communication Audio-Video Program License issued by the State 
Administration of Radio, Film and Television 

2. 3G mobile Video license issued by the State Administration of Radio, Film and 
Television  

3. Internet Publication License issued by the General Administration of Press and 
Publication of China 

4. Mobile OTT service license issued by the ministry of industry and Technology 
 

                                                
1 New media here means Internet media based on computer multimedia and network technology, rather the “old 
media” of TV, newspaper, etc.  
2 www.youku.com 
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The eight mobile video license owners are mostly media groups, which own TV station, 
newspapers and news agencies. Table 1 shows the eight license owners’ information. The eight 
licenses were released in the first patch by the State Administration of Radio, Film and 
Television in 2010.  
 

No. Company Media Type 

1 CCTV(央视) TV channel, Online Video,Mobile TV,IPTV 

2 SMG(上海文广) TV channel,Radio, Newspaper, Magazine, IPTV,Online Video 

3 People’s Daily(人民日报) Newspaper,Online Video 

4 Xinhua News Agency 

(新华社) 

Magazine, Newspaper, Online Video 

5 China Radio International 
(中国国际广播电台) 

Radio, Online Radio, Online Video,Mobile Radio and Video 

6 CNR mobile(央广视讯) Online Video, Mobile TV, IPTV 

7 CN live(视讯中国) Mobile TV 

8 Hua Shu(华夏视联) Digital TV 
Table 6 Eight state-owned company with 3G mobile video licenses 

All three operators cooperate with the eight 3G mobile license owners as content provider for 
their mobile video service. In this thesis project, the interview with China Unicom has been done, 
mainly focusing on its mobile video business. The following discussion will take China Unicom 
as a case to get the insights of mobile video business of mobile operators in China.  

There are three operational centers for China Unicom’s three major content VAS businesses, 
which are video, music and book. Mobile video operation center is under the China Unicom 
Broadband Online Company at Beijing. Mobile music operation center is under the management 
of China Unicom Guangdong branch, and mobile book operation center is under the management 
of China Unicom Hunan branch.  
The value chain of China Unicom providing mobile video service on its WO1 platform is simpler 
than Telia-Spotify. China Unicom has only partnership with the eight major content providers 
with 3G mobile video licenses. So there is no SP involved in mobile video business of China 
Unicom, only the CPs. If Internet video website such as Youku wants to put their content on 
Operator’s mobile video service, they have to go through the eight license owner. There is no 
direct partnership between Internet video service provider and operator.  

                                                
1 The brand WO provides a platform that covers all services of China Unicom to individual, family, corporate and 
business customers and supports customer service. 
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Figure 13 Value Chain of China Unicom Mobile Video Business 

The revenue source of China Unicom's mobile video business includes video 
streaming subscription fee and content quota bundled in the 3G packages. The revenue sharing 
model is used rather than China Unicom buying the license of the video content, same as mobile 
music discussed in Chapter 5.2.1. All the content providers will get 50% of the content streaming 
service charge and China Unicom gets another 50%. 

 
Figure 14 Revenue Sharing Model of China Unicom Mobile Video Business 

 
One big obstacle that China Unicom faces when running mobile video VAS business is the 
organization efficiency as a big state owned operator. China Unicom chooses to build its own 
service platform instead of outsource or partnership with Internet players, because both outsource 
and wholesale purchase from SP will create big finance risk, which means China Unicom might 
spend more money than doing it on its own. But as an operator, the platform built on its own can 
hardly compete with Internet player's platform such Youku, Tudou1 and Souhu2, in terms of user 
experience. Another obstacle is the lack of credit system in China. All the 3G packages are post 
paid registered with ID. But still lots of users simple throw the SIM card after getting a long bill 
of data consumption. Thus the bad debt rate is quite high. This is the general obstacle of its 3G 
service, not only mobile video OTT service.  
The main development strategy of China Unicom mobile video business still focus on the start 
stage, which is introducing the mobile broadband concept to more and more customers, and 
letting them move from voice only to regular mobile data users. A "200Mb per month per user" is 
setup as this year's (2012) benchmark. China Unicom concentrates on making better pipes instead 
of putting resource on upstream of the value chain, such as investing in music industry, 
purchasing small labels, which is what China Mobile has been doing.  
                                                
1 www.tudou.com 
2 tv.sohu.com 
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The service platform is direct disadvantage of mobile operators’ mobile video service, comparing 
to Internet player’s service platform. That’s the main reason, that most of smartphone users watch 
mobile video through the apps of popular video website. The online video companies and 
operators have big cooperation opportunity on the mobile video service platform and video 
content, if license barrier and organization barrier can be broken down. The mobile video 
consuming under 3G network is limited by the high price of 3G data fee. The user behavior and 
consuming culture is also the important factor.  

5.3 User Behavior and Demand 
User behavior is under change taking more needs on mobility and media content. China has the 
most netizens in the world. Many Internet users use Internet everyday, and Internet has emotional 
connection with people. Mobile network users open their smart device spontaneously for MBB 
Internet, which happens usually when users are idle with no social occasion, such as waiting for 
the bus, sitting in the subway and taking break from work. Mobility demand increases as users 
intend to use several services through the whole day, anytime when users are free.  The first few 
services users will go to when they are boring on the bus are the ones they use on their computer 
on daily base. Although social network service takes most of the time people spend on MBB 
Internet, mobile music and video are among the basic needs of MBB users.  

The potential needs of mobile media content are huge in China, but the perception of MBB is 
very different in China with Europe. “The term ‘mobile broadband’ raises the wrong association 
that is perceived as a synonym to mobile Internet. The word “mobile” is linked to the mobile 
phone and China Mobile rather than high speed Internet experience and anywhere Internet.”1 It 
takes time and resources to propose the value of MBB to users of traditional mobile telephony 
service. In the process of adoption of MBB media service, cost of data consumption is a sensitive 
issue affecting consumer perception of MBB. The mobile users in China mostly have the 
experience of surprising bills after using some new services from operators due to less regulated 
market than Europe, which makes new service hard to accept by users. Also 3G data cost is much 
higher than Europe and most of the traditional mobile Internet users are only willing to pay $2-3 
to get less than 100MB per month to meet their browsing and instant message needs. 2 

  GDP per capita $ 3G data price (1GB per month package) $ 
Sweden 40,613 9 
China 8394 13 

Table 7 Relatively High 3G Data Price in China 

The end user experience is another issue of promoting mobile media service in China.  Mobile 
Internet users have very good user experience of browsing, chatting and social networking, which 
requires much lower bandwidth than media service. The popular video and music streaming 
service downgrade the bit rate and resolution when streaming to MBB clients, in exchange for 
smooth streaming. Users hardly get the same media streaming experience as using FBB or 
WLAN. QQ music, the music streaming service provided by Tencent, which is one of China's 
largest and most used Internet service SPs, put its streaming music into low quality automatically 

                                                
1 Mobile Broadband in China 2011, Ericsson Consumer Lab 
2 Mobile Internet Report in China 2010, Ericsson Consumer Lab China 
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when mobile users moving from Wi-Fi to cellular data. Smartphone or tablet users will prefer to 
transfer HD video and high bit rate music to their mobile device from computer and enjoy on 
offline mode. The streaming applications on the smartphone are mostly used under WLAN 
network.  
In China, willingness to pay is not only about the income, but also the consuming tradition. A lot 
of music, movie, and video streaming services are open to Internet users in China for free. 
Consumers are used to paying for the Internet access, the hardware like a computer and a 
smartphone, but not the content. On the desktop, Internet users use the free media streaming 
service like PP stream, QQ music, Kuwo Music on a daily base. Some popular free media 
services give very good service quality and user experience. People intend to believe there are 
always good and free media services over the Internet, which also applies to other Internet 
services like software download, electric books, online storage, etc. The music and movie 
consumed by Internet users in China are by default free and pirated. This leads to consuming 
behavior tradition of unwillingness to pay for the content delivered over Internet. When content 
needs for music and video moves to mobile device, this consuming tradition continues. The 
consumer’s income certainly needs to be considered when analyzing the willingness to pay in 
China. The Internet service consuming tradition also influences the wiliness to pay and need to be 
considered when designing the business model. It means the high-income consumer group in the 
city also intends to use the free services and will not pay for the media content. It also means 
mobile media streaming service should have more customer value than traditional media services 
to have scale paid users.  

 

 
Figure 15 Willingness to pay on mobile media service 

Income is not equal to consuming power. The youth forms the early adopters of newly innovated 
services including all kinds of mobile electric devices and cool applications. The young 
consumers usually have relatively low income or no income. But this doesn’t mean they don’t 
have strong consuming power on mobile OTT service. The parents in China will continuously 
give finance support to their children even after married, especially in the wealthy family. Youths 
are used to spending parents’ money on their needs, and they are very willing to try “cool stuff” 
related to smart device and Internet application. With the fact that Chinese government holds a 
“one-child policy” for a long period, most of the youths living in the city don’t have bothers or 
sisters. The parents only need to give finance support to one Child, and somewhat spoil their 
child’s needs. This gives youth’s consuming power more space. This asymmetric consuming 
power situation has deep connection with the traditional family culture in China. Traditionally 
Chinese parents are willing to, or have to give finance support to their children even the children 
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are earning their own wage, while in Europe the youth intend to live on themselves once they 
graduate from school and have a job. 

5.4 Market Players 
As 3G network expanding and improving in China, the industry have all seen the potential value 
of mobile media. Three relevant industries of media, telecom and Internet have all taken steps 
into mobile media business together. Even inside the Internet industry, not only the special video 
website has got into the business, but also others include search engine, portal site, gaming 
service provider with more capital power.  

5.4.1 Internet force 
In China, there are quite a few very good music-streaming apps running by the big Internet 
players such as Tencent. These apps provide very good software, quite big music library and fast 
streaming servers, but they are free and contain very little ads. Some big Internet SPs keep 
investing in the music streaming service with no profit model, just for facilitating their main 
profitable business such as messengers and online game, etc. It won't happen soon that the music 
services start to be charged in China, giving the fact that the competition is high and the piracy 
protection is weak. Internet players enjoy the negotiation advantages with labels in this market 
where by default the music is pirated and free, and pay much less royalties than players in 
Europe. Not all the tracks in music streaming apps provided by Internet player come from record 
labels. Some tracks from the music content aggregators on the search engine without copyright, 
are claimed “uploaded by Internet users and xxx company will not be responsible”. 

But when it comes to the video streaming or VoD service over mobile, things change fast after 
the State Administration of Radio Film and Television imposes strict rules over the illegal video 
content on the Internet. All the major video streaming SPs such as Sohu Video and Youku start to 
provider legal content and need to pay quite a lot license fee to TV and film maker. And premium 
contents are no longer free to Internet users. As video content copyright protection normalized, 
the content becomes center competition point of video website to attract users, which results in 
increasing license fee for popular TV series and films.  
The biggest online video Internet player is Youku after merging with Tudou in March 2012. The 
user number covered by Youku is 167 million, account for 62.7% to the total online video users.1 
The online video streaming service is Youku’s major business, while other players includes Sohu 
TV, Qiyi and Tencent Video are all combined-service Internet company originally from portal 
site, search engine, and instant messenger business. All these major video service players provide 
trans-network and trans-screen video service, with various kinds of platforms including Apple 
iOS, Google Android, Symbian and Microsoft WP, etc. 

5.4.2 Traditional media 
In China, traditional media such as TV channels, Radio and newspapers are mostly government 
owned Media Company; represent the Government force in the new media business. As 
discussed in Chapter 5.2.2, these state owned companies have advantages of being first ones to 

                                                
1 http://www.cnnic.cn/research/fxszl/fxswz/201203/t20120313_24006.html 
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get licenses from government, as well as strategic investment from government fund.1 They also 
have premium content acquiring priority. But they are not good at service platform development 
as Internet company.  

The traditional media mostly put investment on mobile video business rather than mobile music. 
The video content on their mobile video platform comes mainly from their own traditional media. 
Acting as the roles of content producer, service provider and even broadcasting network 
operators, these player forms big media groups.  

CNTV, owned by the China Central Television (CCTV), provides Internet TV service as well 
mobile TV service on its smartphone application. CNTV have absolute competition advantage on 
the TV program content and live streaming content, as CCTV dominate the TV Medias in China 
and get most of important exclusive live streaming content such as Word Cup.  

China Broadcast Corporation (CBC), owned by the State Administration of Radio, Film and 
Television provide mobile TV service on dedicated CMMB network. CBC is one typical example 
of state owned media company, playing the roles of both broadcasting network operator and 
content providers. In terms of organization efficiency, CBC has an easy way to get partnership 
with state-level TV channel, Radio and Telecom Operators. China Mobile launched a mobile TV 
service in March 2010 in partnership with the China Broadcast Corporation (CBC), to sell 
CMMB (China Multimedia Mobile Broadcasting) enabled TD-SCDMA handset. The 3G 
networks offer the uplink channel to the broadcasting service.  

With bigger footprint and capital power, traditional media companies tend to control more and 
more values in the mobile media business.  

5.5 Government Strategy 
Chinese Government implements its strategy in mobile media business through three agencies 
listed below: 

1. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology 

2. The State Administration of Radio, Film and Television 
3. The General Administration of Press and Publication of China 

The first agency is the authority and regulator of telecommunication industry. The second one is 
the authority and regulator of media industry. The third one is the authority and regulator of 
publishing industry. As mobile media service need cooperation between all these industries and is 
a combination, all the three agencies have regulation and industry development strategy related to 
mobile media business. The agencies regulate mobile media business through licensing and 
public regulatory.  

“Triple play” is an important strategy of Chinese government to improve the mobile media 
business development in China. The triple play refers to the combination of telecommunication 
network, radio television networks, and the Internet on the way of evolution to broadband 
telecommunication network, digital TV network and next generation Internet. Through 
technological innovation, the three majored networks offer merged service on consistent 

                                                
1 http://www.cnm.gov.cn/zchb/gjcyzc/462.htm 
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technical features and similar business scope. This strategy makes an easy way of network 
interoperability, resource sharing, to provide users with a wide range of services of voice, data 
and radio television. Triple does not means physical combination of the three major networks, but 
mainly refers to the integration of high-level business applications. 
In 2012, central government approved the plan of triple play trial project plan. The plan 
encouraging traditional TV and Radio media offer telecom OTT service, and MNOs offer media 
service. Under this plan, TV media will have new business scope of Internet TV, online video 
service and Internet access service over TV networks, while MNOs enlarge its business footprint 
in media industry offering mobile TV, IPTV, mobile radio and other Internet media service. 

In general, the government holds a strategy of encouraging the development of mobile media 
service. However, the surveillance on the media content is very strict. State owned Media 
companies and operators have dominant position in this business, which makes the government 
strategy and regulatory are easy to implement through economic approach.  

Government has also the strategy to enlarge the investment on culture industry so as to new 
media, so the copyright protection comes on the table. The piracy issue of video and music 
content has been improved through stricter government regulation and law. But there is still big 
gap on copyright protection with western country, especially in music industry. 

5.6 Differences and Similarities with European Market 
After the discussion and market research in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, answer of RQ1 can be 
summarized.  
Differences: 

1. In Europe, MNOs tend to cooperate with successful Internet companies on mobile music 
service, while in China MNOs tent to develop their own platform. 

2. In Europe, MNOs don’t deal with music licensing with labels, instead Internet companies 
have directly partnership with labels. In China, MNOs get music content directly from 
labels.  

3. In Europe, media companies that offer mobile video service are private companies, while 
in China, the mobile video licenses are only granted to state owned media groups. 

4.  In Europe, the mainstream revenue model of mobile media service is based on 
subscription fee, while in China, most of the revenue of mobile media service come from 
advertising.  

Similarities: 
1. Mobile media OTT service is an important differentiator used by MNOs in mobile 

broadband service. 
2. Mobile users’ social demand plays important roles in developing user demand on mobile 

media service.  Most of music and video streaming services introduce social networking 
functions. Music sharing and video sharing stimulate the adoption of 3G data package. 

3. Revenue sharing model of MNOs’ mobile media service is similar.  Approximately half 
of the end user revenue goes to content providers.  
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6 Diffusion Study for Chinese Market 
In this chapter, the diffusion theory will be used to analyze the Chinese market, in order to get 
result on market development situation.  The five attributes of an innovation defined by Roger 
forms the main elements of diffusion process analysis, which are (1) relative advantage, (2) 
compatibility, (3) complexity, (4) trialability, and (5) observability.  (ROGERS, 2003) 
This chapter partly answers the RQ4 by analyzing drivers and obstacles on adoption process and 
diffusion decision system.  
RQ4: What are the drivers and obstacles when offering mobile media service in China? 

6.1 Five Types of Variables Related to the Adoption Rate of Mobile 
Media Service 

6.1.1 Relative advantage 
“Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the idea it 
supersedes.” 

Mobile media service is substitution of traditional media products and broadcasting network, and 
is an extension of Internet media service. By traditional media products, it means the physical 
copy of media content on CD, video tape, DVD, etc. By broadcasting network, it means TV and 
Radio network, which offers video and music content on a streamline program.  

Comparing to traditional media products, mobile media service can access the huge media 
content in the cloud online. And physical media player of mobile media is integrated in mobile 
device, with no extra hardware requirement such as CD and DVD players. 
Comparing to TV and Radio broadcasting network, mobile media service can offer extra features 
like mobility, personalized content, on demand media streaming. Mobile media service can be 
accessed through integrated device like smartphone and tablet, while the Radio and TV service 
requires special terminal devices. Despite all that, traditional TV broadcasting network will not 
substituted totally by Internet media and mobile media service, because the big screen of TV is 
still the main role in the living room and VoD service is also available on digital TV and IPTV 
networks. 

6.1.2 Compatibility 
“Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with the existing 
values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters.” 
As a combination of media service and mobile broadband technology, mobile media service is 
easily perceived by the adopters from experiences of traditional media service.  With 325 million 
online video users in China (China Internet Information Center 2012)  and widely availabe digital 
music service, the concept of mobile media service can be widely accepted. The music and video 
content of mobile meida service mostly come from the same content provider of Internet meida 
and traditional media. Even the service providers of mobile meida platform are mostly from 
Internet company, who developed multi platforms for the same service.  
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Potential adopters of mobile media service are existing online video service and smartphone users. 
Their needs of consumping video and music on Internet consistent with that on mobile, while the 
latter has extend the service on place and occation. 

6.1.3 Complexity 
“Complexity is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to under- 
stand and to use.” 

The complexity of mobile media service depends on the service platform, specially the client 
application. From the using experience of popular mobile video applications such as Youku, 
Souhu TV, and PPS, the touch screen version of client application is quite easy to use, with 
functions of “Recommendation”, “Channels”, “Search”, “Offline mode”, and “Personal Space”, 
etc. Same “easy to use” experience can be found from music streaming application such as “QQ 
music” and “Kuwo Music”.  

The mobile service itself is easy to use due to good application software and smartphone OS. But 
mobile broadband service, on the top of which is offered mobile media service, is quite complex 
to understand and use in China. The complexity comes from the mobile operators complex 3G-
package plan. The “M” value bundled in China Unicom’s 3G subscription package is one 
example.  

6.1.4 Trialability 
“Trialability is the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited basis.” 
The trialability of mobile media service depends on the penetration rate of smartphone, as most 
of the service providers offer free mobile video and mobile music to smartphone users. The 
national wide smartphone penetration is close to 15 percent, much lower than developed country. 
But in the tie1 city, the penetration rate reach over 50 percent. Unbalanced adoption rate of 
smartphone between different regions of China will result in unbalanced mobile media service 
penetration. This situation is also the same with other ICT service in China.  

6.1.5 Observability 
“Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others.” 

As the concept of mobile media service is easy to perceive and the benefit of adoption is 
significant, adopters can show the result of this innovation in common way to others. With the 
fact that mobile media service is accessed from the very personal device such as handset and 
tablet, the visibility of adoption result is as visible as using of these personal devices. The 
booming use of social networks in China such as “Weibo” also positively influence the 
observability of the adoption result.  

6.2 Change agency 
“Change agents operate interventions, defined as actions with a coherent objective to bring about 
behavior change in order to produce identifiable outcomes.” 
In the classic diffusion model with relatively centralized approach, the change agents are usually 
government agency or technical subject-matter experts. The diffusion process of centralized 
system is from top to down, from experts to common users. In recent decades, the diffusion 
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model with decentralized system is recognized widely exist. In decentralized system, non- expert 
users, who conduct reinvention and sharing, make the decisions. The diffusion process in 
decentralized system goes through horizontal networks, with converged communication between 
users. Internet media and social network bring more communication channels for decentralized 
diffusion.  (ROGERS, 2003) 

Some innovation’s diffusion model is based on hybrid system, which combined centralized 
system and decentralized system. In such kind of diffusion process, government agency, technical 
experts, industry leaders and common users can be all the possible change agents. 
A change agent, holding the position between change agency and clients, is an individual who 
influence clients’ decision in the desirable direction of change agency. In China, the change 
agencies of mobile media service include: 

1. The State Administration of Radio, Film and Television  
2. The General Administration of Press and Publication of China 

3. The Ministry of Industry and Technology 
4. Government funded research institute, university 

5. Mobile network operators and media company with government background 
6. Other Internet players and service providers of mobile media service. 

As government authorities, the first three change agencies influence the diffusion of mobile 
media service by issuing government regulation and policy, licensing, and governable finance. 
The national own operators and media companies receive both administration and management 
guide from the government authorities, on its mobile media business. The research institutes and 
universities work as change agency with experts, conducting research to make the service 
feasible in terms of both technology and business. As the service provider closing to the non-
expert users, mobile network operators, media companies and other service providers can 
influence the user decision directly. Their marketing activities on promoting mobile media 
service can facilitate the diffusion process positively.  
In the last few years, Chinese government has issued policies that support the development of 
new media service such as promoting merge guideline of telephony networks, computer network 
and broadcasting networks. The promoting policy1 of fastening construction of 3G network 
infrastructure has also influence the diffusion process indirectly.  Operators, media company and 
Internet players have offered many free and easy to use mobile music and mobile video services, 
which increase the compatibility, trialability, observability of this innovation. 
In the desirable direction of central change agencies, the safety of nation’s news and media has 
top priority, with the fact that mobile media service is one kind of strategic media resource 
connecting with culture and politic.  The innovation of service should be lead by the government 
agencies and state owned companies, while other service providers should closely follow the 
administration policy of the government.  

                                                
1 In July 2007, the Ministry of Industry and Technology introduced the "Eleventh Five-Year Plan", emphasized to 
actively promoting the 3G developments in the next five years. 
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The content of mobile media service is the main concern of nation’s news and media safety. The 
diffusion decision about the content has diffusion model with centralized change agencies in the 
dominant position. However, regarding to the service model, innovation and reinvention happens 
a lot in decentralized change agencies, which include the Internet players, start up companies and 
users. The Internet community and social networks are the important communication channels 
between the decentralized change agencies and clients. As discussed in Chapter 3.2.1, more and 
more social elements merge in online music and video sharing service. “Nearly one-fourth of 
frequent online music users say that the ability to share music with others in some fashion is an 
important criteria when selecting an online music service.” “Some of the most-regular users of 
online music services, whether free peer-to-peer (P2P) or paid services, are the most interested in 
consumer-generated recommendation tools.”  (McGuire & Slater, 2005) User’s social interaction 
plays important role in service innovation diffusion. Among the users, the early adopters play 
change agents roles on diffusion decisions on how to use mobile media service. Social code 
reinventions of the service are partly done by the early adopters.  

 
Figure 16 Change agencies of the diffusion system model in China 
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7 Business Model ARA Analysis 

7.1 Models Emerging in China 
RQ1 of the	   differences	   and	   similarities	   between	   China	  mainland	  market	   and	   EU	  market is 
discussed in Chapter 4 and 5. This section answers RQ2 and RQ3 through ARA analysis. 

RQ2:	  What	  actors	  are	  in	  the	  mobile	  media	  service	  business	  and	  how	  is	  their	  relation?	  	  

RQ3:	  What	  are	  the	  existing	  business	  models?	  	  

7.1.1 Mobile music ARA analysis 
The actors of mobile music business in China include MNOs, record labels, music content 
aggregators, Internet companies, mobile device manufacture, and mobile OS providers. Table 7 
lists the representative companies of each actor as well as their business roles. There are some 
over lapping on business roles, which means different actors might have same activities. The 
activities that various roles take indicate variety of value chain and business model. 
Market Actors Representative Companies in China Business Roles 

Mobile network operation and 
maintenance 
Mobile broadband network 
infrastructure owner 
Mobile user resource 
management 
Mobile music streaming service 
provider 
Billing on mobile music service 

Mobile operator 
 
 

China Mobile 
China Netcom 
China Unicom 
   

Server and client software 
development 
Legal content provider 

Copy right owner 

Record label Warner Music 
Rock Records and Tapes 
Universal 
Wonderful Music 
… Content provider 

Music content aggregator 
on search engine 

Music sharing site 
… 

Content aggregator 

Online media service provider 
Server and client software 
development 

Internet company 
 

Tencent QQ music 
Kuwo Music 
… 
 Internet user resource 

management 
Mobile device 
manufacture 

Apple 
Nokia 
Sumsung 
… 

Mobile Phone production 

Mobile OS provider Apple 
Google 
Microsoft 

Mobile Phone OS software 
development 
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… 
Table 8 Business roles of mobile music business in China 

MNOs take most of business roles except content related roles such as content provider. Most of 
Internet companies’ activities are also included in MNOs’ business roles, which indicates that 
there is little cooperation possibility between MNOs and Internet players. This is consistent with 
the discussion in Chapter 5.2 that MNOs in China abandon the strategy to cooperate with service 
providers such as Spotify on mobile music business. “China Mobile (CM) has abandoned the 
strategy of cooperation with SPs, instead CM cooperate with labels and music content 
aggregators directly through its mobile music business unit in Sichuan. The content providers 
don't pay much attention to how CM use the music content to design the service model in detail. 
The negotiation between CM and CP focus on the revenue sharing model.”1 
MNOs take most of the business roles in this business, cooperating with content providers 
directly. Figure 12 shows the activities detail and relations of different actors by using content 
flow, revenue flow and software flow analysis. As we can see, in the MNOs business area, no 
Internet service provider is involved.  
There is a big diversity on the revenue model of mobile media services in China. From the 
discussion in Chapter 5, it shows that MNOs, Internet players and media company have its own 
suitable ways to generate revenue. Comparing to the revenue model of Spotify-like service, the 
major part of mobile media business revenue in China are advertisement revenue, which is quite 
big as the total mobile Internet user base is big. Therefor, although most of available mobile 
music services are free in China, the service providers can still build very good quality service 
based on advertising revenue source. 

The content flow starts with record labels and music content aggregators. The former provide 
legal music with copyright collected, while the latter offer free illegal music. The state owned 
MNOs only take legal music from record labels, while Internet companies take from both labels 
and aggregators. Two reasons that Internet companies take the “risk” to have illegal content. One 
is that they are flexible on business model as private companies. The other is that the music 
service they offer is free. The high music piracy rate in China gives the possibility to run business 
on music content without copyright collected. The content from Internet companies still go 
through MNOs mobile broadband network although they don’t have direct cooperation. 

Revenue flow starts with end user and Internet company. Only the service offered from MNOs 
charge to end user directly, while the Internet companies’ service run on advertisement. The only 
end point of revenue flow is the record labels. The business model of the two types of initiative, 
operators and Internet company, have uneven revenue model. MNOs take the cost of legal music 
and charge the end user for the service, while the Internet companies have little content cost and 
offer free music financed on advertisement. Except the direct revenue, mobile music service has 
its indirect value for the main business of both MNOs and Internet companies. For MNOs, the 
differentiated service of mobile music increases user experience and reduces the chain rate. For 
Internet companies, the free mobile music service increases the influence of their brand, and 
facilitates other profitable Internet business.  

                                                
1 Quote from interview material with China Mobile 
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The client software flow starts with MNOs and Internet companies. Both conduct the business 
role of software development. The flow must go through the mobile device OS provider’s 
platform, as they control the accessibility of user device. So availability of client software for 
popular mobile OS is important for promoting the service. Internet companies have the 
advantages on the availability of client software as their development team can work on the faster 
decision and reaction than MNOs. For example, the mobile music service of China Mobile 
named Mobile Music Walkman, have only client for Android.1  The QQ music has client 
software for iPhone, Android, and Symbian.2 

 
Figure 17 ARA analysis of mobile music business in China 

                                                
1 China Mobile Music website, access date: July 10, 2012 

http://music.10086.cn/newweb/zq/2012/walkman/walkman.html 
2 QQ music download, access date: 10 July 2012, http://y.qq.com/#type=down&p=phone 
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7.1.2 Mobile video ARA analysis 
The actors of mobile video business include MNOs, state-owned media companies, Internet 
players, Film and TV producer. Notice that some state-owned media companies also have film 
and TV production business, and the media companies with TV media branch have TV programs 
as video resource for mobile video service. Here state-owned media companies are separated as 
one actor in the discussion because they are the mobile video service license owners. The MNOs 
only cooperate with content providers holding mobile video license. “The value chain of CU 
providing mobile video service on its WO platform is simpler than Telia-Spotify. CU has only 
partnership with the 10 major content providers with licenses to do mobile video business. So 
there is no SP involved in the mobile video business of CU, only the CPs. The 10 major license 
owners CPs are all from the big national owned TV channels, Media Groups, such as CCTV, 
SMG, People‘s Daily, Xinhua News Agency, etc.”1 

Film and TV producers of international entertainment groups, own most of premium content such 
as Hollywood movie, popular TV series. But MNOs don’t cooperate directly with them on the 
mobile video service. Film and TV producers sell the content to mobile video license owners, 
which have partnership with MNOs.  

Same as mobile music, MNOs play most of the business roles in this business. MNOs develop 
and have the ownership of mobile video service platform, so they also play the role of “Server 
and client software development”. “China Unicom choose to build its own Service platform 
instead of outsource or partnership with internet players, because both outsource and wholesale 
purchase from SP will have big finance risk, which means China Unicom might spend more 
money than doing it on its own. But as an operator, the platform built on its own can hardly 
compete with Internet player's platform such Youku, Tudou and Souhu, in terms of user 
experience.”2 

MNOs, state-owned media companies and Internet players all have service platform of mobile 
video service offered to the end user. However, MNOs have convenient billing capability to 
charge for the service, while the other two rely mostly on advertisement revenue source. “User 
resource is considered as the most valuable leverage of China Mobile when CP trying to 
cooperate with China Mobile, followed with the billing capability.”3 There are also premium 
mobile video service offer from media companies and Internet players that require payment, but 
willingness to pay from the end user is low and advertisement revenue is the major part.  The user 
device and OS platform are the single point, through which the three kind of mobile video service 
providers can reach the end users.  
Market Actors Representative Companies in China Business Roles 

Mobile network operation and 
maintenance 
Mobile broadband network 
infrastructure owner 

Mobile operator China Mobile(中国移动) 
China Telecom（中国电信） 
China Unicom（中国联通） 
 

Mobile user resource management 

                                                
1 Quote from interview answer with China Unicom 
2 Quote from interview answer with China Unicom 
3 Quote from interview material with China Mobile 
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Mobile video streaming service 
provider 
Billing on mobile video service 

  

Server and client software 
development 
Content provider 
Content aggregator 
Mobile video service license 
owner 
TV, Radio, Newspaper media 

State-owned media 
company 

CCTV(央视) 
SMG(上海文广) 
People’s Daily(人民日报) 
China Radio International (中国国际

广播电台) 
…  

Mobile video streaming service 
provider 
Content provider Film and TV producer Sony Pictures(美国哥伦比亚) 

Enlight Media（光线传媒） 
Bona Film Group（博纳影业集团） 
HY Brothers（华谊兄弟） 
... 

Copy right owner 

Mobile video streaming service 
provider 
Content aggregator 

UGC content collector 

Video streaming technology 
provider 
Internet user resource 
management 

Internet player  Sohu TV(搜狐视频) 
Youku (优库) 
PP Stream 
… 

Server and client software 
development 

Mobile device 
manufacture 

Apple 
Nokia 
Samsung 
… 

Mobile phone production 

Mobile OS providers Apple 
Google 
Microsoft 
… 

Mobile phone OS software 
development 

Table 9 Business roles of mobile video business in China 

Figure 12 shows the activities detail and relations of different actors of mobile video business in 
China, by using content flow, revenue flow and software flow analysis. Same as mobile music, 
MNOs don’t have partnership with Internet service providers in its mobile video business area. 
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Figure 18 ARA analysis of mobile video business in China 

The content flow starts with Film and TV provider, which sells video content to media company 
and Internet player. The latter two also own content. Media companies own the right of the 
content from its own traditional media such TV channel as well as its Film and TV production 
business. Internet player such as Youku owns UGC content. Then there are two ways that video 
content flows to MNOs. One, state owned media companies offer the video content together with 
aggregated content to MNOs service platform. Two, both state-owned media companies and 
Internet players flow its video content to MNOs MBB network through their own service 
platform. The first way is utilizing MNOs’ service platform and the second way is only utilizing 
MNOs’ MBB network. After MNOs, the content flow goes to mobile device, then to the end user.  

The revenue flow is divided into two kinds, major and minor, considering the revenue amount. 
Major revenue flow comes from major revenue sources, which are advertising revenue source 
and MBB subscription fee. Starting with mobile end user paying to MNOs, the major revenue 
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flow then goes from MNOs to state-owned media companies, because MNOs need to pay for the 
content on its own mobile video service platform. Finally, the film and TV producers make the 
end point of major revenue flow, receiving payment from both media company and Internet 
player. Most of media companies and Internet players’ revenue come from advertising, while 
there are also minor revenue flows that go directly from end user to media company and Internet 
player. This comes from the premium mobile video service charge, which has very limited 
subscribers in China. And between different Internet players, there are also minor revenue flows 
from copyright resell. The copyright resell is not the core business of Internet online video 
companies, so the corresponding revenue and content flows are not shown in the Figure 12.  

The client software flow starts from the actors who own service platform. State owned media 
companies, MNOs, and Internet players are the three who develop service platform including 
client software. They all have partnership with mobile OS providers to market their client 
software through application store. After the client software flow comes to the mobile OS 
provider, it goes to mobile device though downloading activity of end user.  

7.2 Drivers and Obstacles 
This section answers the RQ4 by analyzing drivers and obstacles on cooperation, resource and 
capability, demand, regulation. Drivers and obstacles analysis about adoption process and 
diffusion decision system has already done in Chapter 6. 
RQ4: What are the drivers and obstacles when offering mobile media service in China? 

7.2.1 Cooperation  
In the emerging market, the business model development lead by MNOs and venture Internet 
companies are still on the immature stage. To use the lessons learn from successful case in 
developed market is important with no doubt, while to analyze the special situation in terms of 
actors and resources of emerging market is also necessary. The drivers and obstacles of MNOs 
offering mobile media service should be identified in order to adjust proved business model 
properly to the situation in emerging market.  

To make music available anywhere anytime on mobile device, mobile broadband network plays 
an important role. On the road of developing OTT application on mobile broadband, MNOs for 
the first time ever need to get into the business of Internet service and seeking cooperation with 
Internet players. The cooperation between MNOs, content providers and Internet player are the 
key factors to develop mobile media service.  
In China, same with other market, the drivers of the cooperation rely on the benefit that all the 
actors expect from cooperation. MNOs need to drive the data traffic by developing OTT service, 
especially mobile media service, which consumes much more data than others. Internet music 
service providers need to introduce mobility to their service to improve customer experience and 
get premium subscribers. The music content providers need to find new revenue source as the old 
distribution channels shrink due to piracy issue. The video content providers need to rely on the 
new media business to grow and reach more users.  

However, the business model of Internet service is quite different with traditional 
telecommunication services. Freemium is the key to develop users of Internet music services, 
while MNOs are used to rely on high margin communication service such as voice call. “The big 
obstacle that CM face when delivering mobile music service is the freemium apps competition 
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such as QQ music, KUWO music. The freemium music apps provider have more flexibility than 
China Mobile to source the content and use advertisement revenue model, which is easier to 
promote than subscription model.”1 Chinese MNOs cooperate with content provider to develop 
its own service platform and share the end user content fee with content provider. Internet 
companies offer free media streaming service through apps and make profit though advertisement 
and other affiliate services. The isolated business models are the obstacles for cooperation 
between MNOs and Internet players. 

There are also natural organization differences between Internet companies and MNOs, which 
could make the cooperation complicated. MNOs in China are state owned companies with huge 
organization, while Internet players are mostly private companies with fast reaction and decision-
making. “The big obstacle that China Unicom faces when running mobile video VAS business is 
the organization efficiency as a big national owned operator.”2 In mobile video business, private 
Internet company is difficult to get mobile video license, which is essential requirement for them 
to cooperate with MNOs in mobile video area.   

7.2.2 Resource and capability 
The MBB network capability of the three MNOs in China has been developing fast, and the 
utilization rate is low. The low load “pipe” increase the motivation of MNOs to develop mobile 
media service. The sufficient network capability make high quality media service possible in 
China.  
However, one obstacle regarding MBB network to develop mobile media service in China is that 
three MNOs use three different 3G technologies, WCDMA for China Unicom, TD-SCDMA for 
China Mobile, CDMA2000 for China Telecom. This makes service platform development need 
to consider complicated network context and terminal devices. 
The video and music content resource is plentitude. The video content supply has been on the 
legal track with proved cooperation between content provider and mobile video service providers. 
MNOs don’t have problem to take the content from labels. Because the copyright protect is week 
in China, labels rely on operators to get their music paid rather than available on search engine 
for free.  

Even though the music content providers are willingness to cooperate with service provider on 
mobile media service, the available content in the service platform cannot compare to 
subscription services as Spotify. This is due to the low music-licensing price offered by service 
providers. Most of music streaming services in China is free and piracy is high, so the 
advertisement revenue may only support limited music library.  

7.2.3 Demand 
As discussed in Chapter 5, in China, income is not equal to consuming power. Youth has very 
strong consuming power and big demand on smartphone and 3G based service. They are early 
adopters of new technology and service and major consumers of online music and video content. 
Youth consumer force in China drives innovation on mobile media service. 

                                                
1 Quote from interview material with China Mobile 
2 Quote from interview material with China Unicom 
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Social networking stimulates the demand for video streaming on MBB. For example, people used 
to login to Weibo on their smartphone, so as to watch video shared on Weibo. The potential 
social demand makes big consuming power of mobile media content.  

The high 3G data price and low penetration of smartphone make obstacles for developing user 
demand of mobile media service in China. The ICT service development in China is uneven 
between city and rural area. Although some mobile media services have been promoted very well 
and accepted by community in tie1 city, the demand for certain service is still low in small town. 
Considering much lower average income in small town, most of people can’t afford smartphone 
and 3G data package.  

7.2.4 Regulation 
Chinese government’s merge policy of telephony networks, computer network and broadcasting 
networks, named “three kinds of network merging”, drives investment on new media business 
and enables state owned media companies under supervision of The State Administration of 
Radio, Film and Television to merge their media business into telecom. The MNOs also get 
opportunities to have content from traditional media on their telecom network including mobile 
broadband network from this “network merging” government policy. 

The “network merging” is an important driver of mobile media service in China, while the 
obstacles are strict content surveillance. Content provider needs license to put their content online. 
Content diffusion decision is made by centralized change agency system. (See Figure 16) 
Government agency put restriction on all media content including mobile media. This kind of 
strict regulation decrease the efficiency of private Internet companies innovation and cooperation 
with MNOs. 

As discussed in Chapter 5.2.2, at least 4 licenses from different government administration 
departments are needed to run mobile video business in China. Specially, “3G mobile Video 
license” issued by the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television, are only granted to 
eight state-owned media companies until now. Licensing is a way to conduct content survillence 
on new media service. On one hand, the license control from government admistration can 
regulate the mobile media business onto the right track, on the other hand, the licensing issue is 
also an obstacle for business model innovation.  

7.3 Suitable Solutions for China 
This section answers RQ5 following the obstacles identified in Chapter 7.2: 

RQ5:	  What	  kind	  of	  business	  solutions	  and	  strategies	  can	  solve	  the	  problems?	  	  

Regarding organization differences between Internet companies and MNOs, joint venture can be 
the solution. Setting up joint venture companies between MNOs and Internet giants will facilitate 
combination of user-demanded mobile media service and mobile broadband network. Joint 
venture can take roles of service provider and platform development, which are currently taken 
by both MNOs and Internet companies. The joint venture companies can make wholesale of the 
service to MNOs so as to bundle the service into the 3G data package. This will also break the ice 
that MNOs don’t cooperate with service providers due to finance and political risk. The service 
quality will catch on the same level of Internet companies’ service platform in terms of customer 
service and client software.  
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Considering the uneven development of ICT service between urban and rural area in China, 
differentiated media service model should be used when designing the service platform. Although 
smartphone sales in China increase rapidly, the total penetration of smartphone is still on a low 
level. Mobile video and music service suitable for non-smartphone user and non-3G users should 
also be considered by MNOs to bundle it to the packages. This is also lessons learn from the 
success of China Mobile’s mobile music service, which includes streaming, downloading, ring 
back tone and IVR music licensing. Multi access method should be included in the differentiated 
services including SMS、MMS、WAP、IVR、WWW. The purpose of introducing more 
service models is developing user demand on a larger user base.  
Regarding the content surveillance and licensing barrier, Internet company can also build 
partnership with the eight mobile video license owners before getting license on their own. If the 
content on Internet player’s service platform is also licensed through this kind partnership, then it 
is possible for MNOs to purchase the Internet player’s service on wholesale model.  
However, the content problem for mobile music service is another story. Mobile music doesn’t 
have barrier on license but the high piracy issue in China. High piracy rate make it impossible to 
build business model based on subscription revenue, which means only advertising revenue is 
possible. However, advertising cannot support licensing fee of huge music library. The solution 
can rely on service quality development to achieve better user experience. This is pretty much 
technology solution. If the user experience can be improved to a good enough level that users will 
pay for the service, which they can not get from pirated music, then business model based on 
subscription will be possible so as to affording larger music library.  
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8 Conclusion 

8.1 Differences and Similarities between China Mainland Market and 
European Market 

According to market research and case study in Chapter 4 and 5, the found differences and 
similarities can be listed as below. 

Differences: 
1. In Europe, MNOs tend to cooperate with successful Internet companies on mobile music 

service, while in China MNOs tent to develop their own platform. 
2. In Europe, MNOs don’t deal with music licensing with labels, instead Internet companies 

have directly partnership with labels. In China, MNOs get music content directly from 
labels.  

3. In Europe, media companies that offer mobile video service are private companies, while 
in China, the mobile video licenses are only granted to state owned media groups. 

4. In Europe, the mainstream revenue model of mobile media service is based on 
subscription fee, while in China, most of the revenue of mobile media service come from 
advertising.  

Similarities: 

1. Mobile media OTT service is an important differentiator used by MNOs in mobile 
broadband service. 

2. Mobile users’ social demand plays important roles in developing user demand on mobile 
media service.  Most of music and video streaming services introduce social networking 
functions. Music sharing and video sharing stimulate the adoption of 3G data package. 

3. Revenue sharing model of MNOs’ mobile media service is similar.  Approximately half 
of the end user revenue goes to content providers.  

8.2 Actors, Relations and Business Model 
According to the analysis in Chapter 7.1, actors, relations, and business models in China are 
identified.  

In mobile music business, MNOs in China takes the roles of both mobile broadband network 
provider and service platform providers. In MNOs’ mobile music business area, direct 
partnership is built between MNOs and labels, and only legal music are used in MNOs’ service 
platform. Whereas, Internet players have both content from labels and aggregators on search 
engine without copyright. Internet players’ mobile music services are built on revenue model of 
advertisement and have better user experience than MNOs’ service.  

In mobile video business, three kinds of companies offer the service, MNOs, media companies 
and Internet players. Only state owned media companies have the mobile video license, so MNOs 
only buy content from the eight state owned media companies’ video content.  Unlike music 
streaming, all the video content used in mobile video service are fully licensed except UGC 
content, due to strict regulation on online video service. Internet companies get content from film 
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and TV producers and offer both freemium and subscription service to mobile users. Major 
revenue of MNOs are mobile user’ payment while major revenue of media companies and 
Internet players are still advertising. The advertising revenue model has more space to live in 
China than Europe, because the total mobile Internet user base is big. 

8.3 Drivers and Obstacles 
According to the analysis in Chapter 7.2 and diffusion study on change decision system in 
Chapter 6, drivers and obstacles of offering mobile media service in China are identified. 
Drivers: 

1. MNOs need to drive the data traffic by developing OTT service. Internet music service 
providers need to introduce mobility to their service to improve customer experience and 
get premium subscribers. The music content providers need to find new revenue source. 

2. Youth consumer force drives the innovation on mobile service. Social demand from 
mobile Internet users forms consuming power of media content on mobile device. 

3. Chinese government’s merge policy of telephony networks, computer network and 
broadcasting networks, named “three kinds of network merging”, drives investment on 
mobile media service and merging of media business and telecom service business. 

Obstacles: 

1. Revenue model and organization differences make obstacles on cooperation between 
MNOs and Internet companies in China.  

2. The high 3G data price and low penetration of smartphone make obstacles for developing 
user demand of mobile media service in China.  

3. Strict content surveillance and centralized change agencies on content make obstacles on 
private Internet companies’ innovation on mobile media service and cooperation with 
MNOs.   

4. Required licenses from different government administration departments form barrier for 
business model innovation. 

8.4 Business Solution and Strategies 
Setting up joint venture is one option to solve the problems on cooperation between MNOs and 
Internet players, regarding the revenue model and organization differences. The finance and 
political risk that MNOs take will decrease if contracting with joint venture companies.  

More differentiated service model should be introduced when offering mobile media service to 
China mainland, with the fact of uneven development of ICT service between urban and rural 
area in China. The media services that meet the demand of low level mobile network service 
users can lead to success service application in China.  
If Internet companies build partnership with the eight mobile video license owners, MNOs can 
bundle popular mobile video service from Internet companies to the MBB data package as Telia-
Spotify. To solve the problems that advertising can’t support big music libraries in mobile music 
service, high customer satisfied service platform should be developed to enlarge the value of 
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service. The recognized service value will lower the piracy rate and make the subscription 
revenue model possible. 
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Appendix A – Glossary 
 

3G Third Generation Mobile System 
APRU Average Revenue per User 

ARA Actor, Resource, Activity 
BSS Business Support System 

CCTV China Central Television 
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access 

CM China Mobile 
CMMB China Multimedia Mobile Broadcasting 

CNTV China Network Television 
CP Content Provider 

CU China Unicom 
DVB-H Digital Video Broadcasting-Handled 

FBB Fix Broadband 
GDP Gross Domestic Product 

GPRS General Packet Radio Service 
HSPA High Speed Packet Access 

ICT Information Communication Technology 
IPTV Internet Protocol Television, also Interactive and Personalized Television 

IVR Interactive voice response 
LTE Long Term Evolution 

MBB Mobile Broadband 
MBMS Mobile Broadcast Multicast Service 

MDU Multi-Dwelling Unit 
MMS Multimedia Messaging Service 

MNO Mobile Network Operator 
OS Operation System 

OSS Operations Support System 
OTT Over the Top 

QoS Quality of Service 
RQ Research Question 
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SMS Short Message Service 

SP Service Provider 
TD-SCDMA Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access 

UGC User Generated Content 
VAS Value Added Service 

VoD Video on Demand 
VOIP Voice Over IP 

WAP Wireless Application Protocol 
WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network 
WWW World Wide Web 
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Appendix B – Interviews 
 

a) Interview Questions with Telia and Summary of Answers 
Lars Roth, Vice President Consumer, Commercial Development, TeliaSonera Sweden 
24th Feb 2012, Stockholm 

 
1. Value chain:  

What is the main motivation behind collaboration of Spotify with Telia? 
The main motivation is not from the technical perspective but from the end user value, to handle 
something with value to the customer. Even Telia started its own music streaming service and 
provided to the customers for 6 months. But it was failed. But they observed that they have to 
explain everything to the people what it is, how it works etc., the perception of value Telia gave 6 
months for free was very low. After realizing that Spotify came from start and conquered the 
market in 6 months. This is also a chance for Telia to move its brand a bit more interesting, more 
dynamic and more reachability to users by connecting with Spotify. Telia got a lot of value from 
this deal, major being the exclusive agreement with Spotify that no one else can bundle i.e. 
compelling difference. Also bundling with someone that has value and almost 44% of the market.  

2. Value chain:  
Who are the other actors involved in this partnership? 

Telia – Spotify involved directly in this deal for the first time 3 years ago. But during the recent 
renewal of partnership, Telia had separate discussions with Spotify, record labels, collective 
societies and publishers in Sweden, Europe and US. The other actors gave Spotify a discount so 
that Spotify gave discount to Telia. The entire process took 14 months to negotiate various actors 
to renew the second agreement. This is primarily a legal discussion based on business. Telia 
benefit a very very big discount after this negotiation.  

3. Value chain:  
What is the revenue sharing model used between these involved actors? 

In streaming business, you have fixed revenue from end user. If Telia charges 99 SEK/month, a 
small margin will be taken by Telia and everything will be given to Spotify. Bulk of the money 
goes to labels. Spotify have rate cards 40 – 60 SEK goes to labels, 10 – 20 SEK goes to 
publishing society and the rest is taken by Spotify. 12% of the end users revenue goes to the 
collecting society.  
4. Value chain: 

How is the music industry players interact in this cooperation? 
Telia have quarterly meetings with other labels to see what kind of activities could Telia do to lift 
their artists, their music and also to develop the music industry.  
5. Value chain: 
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What value do you think Telia, as a mobile operator, add to this mobile music streaming 
service and vice versa? 
In order to have a good end to end delivery of their service, they need a good network, good 
carrier, I think that we are the best when it comes to fix broadband and mobile broadband and 
MDU(Multi-dwelling unit).  What we have done in terms of adding trust to the new cool 
company Spotify is enormous. Telia is one of the most trusted brand in Sweden. When we pick 
up a partner and go with that, we more or less say this is a valid partner, this is who we can do 
business with. Also since we are billing provider for them, which means we charge our costumer 
and give money to them, also our bills are among the most paid bills in Sweden with a lowest bad 
debt and so for. So it’s really good channel to have a continuous relation with the costumer. It 
might have problems when doing this with credit card. If you don’t have 99 krona in your 
account, the service will be switched off and you have to reactivate as a costumer. 
6. Value proposition: 

What is the major value proposition that Spotify shares with Telia? 
Value proposition are connected by means of streaming & networks. We are a service company, 
should put costumer experience very high. Spotify really focus on users experience. It is user 
experience as well as brand. The brand is also extremely important. 

7. Business Transform: 
What do you think are the obstacles when music streaming service immigrates from 
desktop to Mobile device? 
The biggest obstacle is in day-to-day experience, for e.g that it doesn’t work well in the tunnel. It 
requires quite a lot of bandwidth. Though the mobile network in Stockholm, Sweden is one of the 
best mobile networks in the world, it is not sufficient for continuous online good music streaming 
experience. You have to use caching, and you have to use offline mode sometime. 
8.  Revenue generation and margin 

What are elements of consideration for the prising and bundling?  
Pricing - Telia even tried of providing for 29 SEK/month but it failed. The bigger the package is a 
lot of stuffs are included in it.  
Bundling – Value strong enough that make people to choose Telia. This will take a minimum of 6 
months to be recognised by people. 
Why it ended in 99? 

The psychological levels are extremely important. In Norway, it is 99 kroner which is 108 SEK 
in Sweden. In US, it is 10$ which is around 70 SEK. In long term the price would be higher. The 
industry would like to see 199 level, because it’s incremental revenue on top of record sales. Now 
people using it don’t buy any record any more, and they don’t do anything except listening to 
Spotify. If you get 100% penetration, then you can multiply the population by 99 kronar to see 
how much the maximum revenues are in that country. It’s a bit problematic, because all the 
business wants to find growth somewhere and really that’s the cap. So we will see family type of 
subscription, price increasing, differentiation, probably when you get access to the new content or 
what so on.  
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They mostly want to build and sell other things OTT, for example, big event, T-shirt, etc. 
Except digital distribution of music, have you considered to add the billing capability on top 
of? 

We are looking into some of those cases. One example would be that we distribute the concert 
VoD service. The label would like to sell to us that using the song with the artist in your 
commercials, making a concert with someone in your own event then you can do special phone 
package, for example with Lady Gaga on the back of your iphone. Another thing is the mobile 
wallet might look at the concert ticket. We are continuously looking into different things, but we 
are trying to concentrate on our core business. If it is relevant to our core business, then it’s 
interesting. We don’t really try to find new revenues through other development of new business.  
9. Revenue generation and margin: 

What are the elements of spotify’s service marginal cost per subscriber? 
Obviously we will take some more data from Spotify. Spotify users consume somewhere 
between 100MB and 1GB per month. Quite substantial amount of Telia’s traffic is Spotify related. 
So that we have production cost for that data. It also cost us bad debt, in average 1% bad debt that 
we don’t get paid. We have cost teaching them in the stores, helping them to get activated to the 
administration to get started. 

 
10. Value network and Competitive strategy: 

What things need to be modified if the model similar to Telia-Spotify partnership is used in 
these 3 markets?  

Looking at exactly launching Spotify in those markets with the same kind of situation now, the 
willingness to pay for music would be the basic otherwise the service really would not be succeed. 
People will just get free paid and quit, and won’t be interested even given any discount.  
If we just go for 0 to 5% market shares, you can pick a segment, know what they really need. 
You could pick something else to work with, maybe audio books, educational courses, and 
insurance, and it could be different things. The core business is the same, and you make your 
service relevant by exemplify a costumer value, that’s quite clear, and consistent over time, and 
give a message that this is why costumer should choose us. Telia keep sending this message for 3 
years, now people start to understand and remember that you can get Spotify from Telia. 
 

11. Network Load & Capabilities: 
What are major consequences for Telia to get involved in the digital music industry, in term 
of network load perspective point of view? 
Telia did not think so much about what the effects would be. In the first contract, Telia promised 
around 20000 customers, now they got around 350000 customers. In general Telia´s 3G network 
is really congested in major cities due to a lot of things such as the apps communication, not 
necessarily the data volume but rather how much they communicate. So the regional network 
controller RNC are really underneath all the time, dealing with the massive communication from 
the apps. We also share our network with Tele2 who want to be reactive, and we want to be 
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proactive. There is no problem specifically due to Spotify, but it is realized that Spotify is quite 
extensive part of the traffic, not the major part, but it’s a big part.  
12. Network Load & Capabilities: 

What kind of network capabilities in terms of billing, traffic and user management can 
improve end user experience in this service? 

From end user perspective (what could be added and what could be better) – End user value more 
of really good network as they want to access music from where they are. The perception of the 
quality to the customer is improving. It is quite complex to have a good end user experience, 
network issue, Spotify issue, facebook issue, etc.  Costumers tend to blame the operator whatever 
the problem comes.  
13. If you go to higher bit rates such as video, do they consider other values you have in 
terms of related to the network, billing, operations, support system, capabilities, knowledge 
about the end users whereabouts? 

Telia doe not think of any such till today. But they will start from the day they start 
differentiating the service, such as the customers should be on the premium to receive the HD 
video. The same will happen to VOIP also such as Telia will start charging for Skype if it is used 
in Telia´s network. 
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b) Interview Questions with Spotify1 
Andreas Liffgarden, Global Head of Telecom Business Development, Spotify 
22ed March 2012, Stockholm 

 
Swedish market (Telia - spotify)    

1. [Competitive strategy]  
What is the main motivation behind collaboration of Spotify with telecom operator, exp Telia? 

What are the major consequences after mobile operator get involved with the digital music 
industry? 
2. [Value network]  
Who are the other players involved in this partnership? 

3. [Value network]  
What values should exist from your partnership with ideal telecom operator? 

4. [Value chain structure]  
Do you see the network manageability functionalities (QoS guarantee, traffic intelligent, etc) 
become critical section? 

5. [Revenue generation and margin]  
What does the sharing model looks like between these different players? 

6. [Competitive strategy]  
What do you think are the drivers and obstacles when music streaming service immigrates from 
desktop to Mobile device? 
7. [Market Segment]  

How much the average conversion rate of free users that goes to pay-service in order to get 
access to the service in the mobile devices?2 

Asian Market 
8. [Market Segment]  

With service launched in 14 EU countries and US, are Spotify considering to enter Asian markets 
(eg. China, India, and Indonesia)?  

[Competitive strategy]  
If yes, what are the things that you consider to modify in order to be successful in these 
markets? 
 

                                                
1 The answers are not summarized here as requested from interviewee due to sensitive information 
2 Spotify currently has 3 pricing tiers: Free, unlimited, premium 
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[Revenue generation and margin]  
How does Spotify see premium vs freemium model in these market? 

9. [Value network and Competitive strategy]  

What things, if any, need to be modified if the model similar to Telia-Spotify partnership is used 
in these markets? 

10. [Value Proposition]   
What would be the major value propositions that Spotify could share with the telecom operator in 
these markets? 
11. [Competitive Strategy]  

How does Spotify consider the problem of piracy & “download & play” model of existing music 
services in these emerging Asian markets? 

Strategy and Vision 
12. [Revenue generation and margins]  

How do you choose price in different market? Is there any relation between prices of the CD in 
that market?1 

[Revenue generation and margin]  
What do see between your current packaging and other types of packaging (eg. family 
packaging)? 

13. [Value Proposition]  

What are the benefits of Spotify’s service, compare to the other incumbents, or future services 
that might use the same value proposition and chain?  

14. [Competitive strategy]  
What is your view of the fully penetrated market? 

 
 
 

 

                                                
1 Spotify currently has 3 pricing tiers: Free, unlimited, premium 
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c) Interview Questions with TV41 
Märta Rydbeck, Head of broadcast managed services Ericsson (Global Services business unit), 
Previous TV4’s Director of Distribution and Affiliate Sales, managed Eurosport’s operations in 
the Nordic region.  
10th April 2012, Stockholm 

 
Value chain 

1. In 2010, TV4 has launched a package of four major channels available to subscribers to the 
Telia, 3 and Tele2 mobile networks2. 

• What are the significant values to deliver TV4 program as mobile TV services3? Why do 
you think that so?  

• What business and technical values does TV4 get from the mobile operators in this 
cooperation?  

• What other distribution channels are TV4 using right now?  And how is the priority of 
mobile broadband?   

2. Who are all the players involved with TV4 in providing contents on mobile broadband?  

Business transition 
3. What supporting systems and supporting business roles are needed in TV4’s mobile TV 
business? 
Value chain  

4. If TV4 operates in the emerging market countries (eg.. China, India, Indonesia), what do you 
think about the VOD and streaming service options?  

• As content owner, what strategies are TV4 using to address the piracy problem from 
Internet?  

Value network 
5. Do you think there are any limitations from content owner’s or mobile operator’s perspective 
to deliver there mobile TV services? 

• Whether there are any other players that TV4 considers to collaborate with in order to 
deliver these mobile TV services?(E.g) Nokia  - Voddler 

6. What kind of role(s) these Players would be suitable in delivering these mobile TV services?  
• What are the advantages or disadvantages behind it?  

7. If yes, what are the possibilities for telecom operator / vendor to be a part of the player in this 
collaboration?  

                                                
1 The answers are not summarized here as requested from interviewee due to sensitive information 

2 http://www.broadbandtvnews.com/2010/05/31/tv4-launches-mobile-tv-pack/ 

3 Mobile TV is not same with Mobile VoD 
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Revenue (system, sharing model)  
8. What kind of capability in QoS guarantee (manageability of the network) do you think 
necessary to be provided by the telecom operator?  
9. Who is the key player that manages the subscriber relationship?  

10. How much of the total revenue from the 99 krona premium VoD service is contributed by 
mobile TV4play users?1  

11. Between the available standards2, which one do you think would be the most suitable to roll 
out the mobile services in these emerging market countries?  

 

                                                
1 https://www.tv4play.se/order/produkter?redirect_url=%2Fom_premium%3F&promo=promopremium&product_gro
up_id=7 
2 DVB variants, MBMS, etc. 
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d) Interview Questions with China Unicom and Summary of Answers 
Interviewee is from CU's mobile video operation center under CU Broadband Online Branch 
Company.  

10th May 2012, Beijing 
 

Summary of Answers: 
The interview is mainly about China Unicom's mobile video business. 

• There are three operational centers for the three major content VAS business, which is 
video, music and book. Mobile video operation center is under the CU Broadband Online 
Company at Beijing. Mobile music operation center is under the management of CU 
Guangdong branch, and mobile book operation center is under the management of CU 
Hunan branch.  

• The value chain of CU providing mobile video service on its WO platform is simpler than 
Telia-Spotify. CU has only partnership with the 10 major content providers with licenses 
to do mobile video business. So there is no SP involved in the mobile video business of 
CU, only the CPs. The 10 major license owners CPs are all from the big national owned 
TV channels, Media Groups, such as CCTV, SMG, People‘s Daily, Xinhua News Agency, 
etc.  

• The revenue source of CU's mobile video business includes the video 
streaming subscription fee and the content quota bundled in the 3G packages. The 
revenue sharing model is quite simple. All the CP will get 50% of the content streaming 
revenue and CU get another 50%. 

• The big obstacle that CU faces when running mobile video VAS business is the 
organization efficiency as a big national owned operator. CU choose to build its own 
Service platform instead of outsource or partnership with internet players, because both 
outsource and wholesale purchase from SP will have big finance risk, which means CU 
might spend more money than doing it on its own. But as an operator, the platform built 
on its own can hardly compete with Internet player's platform such Youku, Tudou and 
Souhu, in terms of user experience.  

• Another obstacle is the lack of credit system in China. All the 3G packages are post paid 
registered with ID. But still a lot of users simple throw the SIM card after getting a long 
bill of data consumption, for example. So the bad debt rate is quite high.  

• The main development strategy of CU mobile video business is still on the start stage, 
which is introducing the mobile data concept to more and more costumers, and letting 
them moving from voice only to regular mobile data users. A "200Mb per month per 
user" is setup as this year's benchmark. CU will concentrate on making better pipes 
instead of putting resource on upstream of the value chain, such as investing in music 
industry, purchase small labels, which is what China Mobile has been doing.  
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Interview Questions: 

1. 中国联通手机视频业务有哪些主要的CP,SP合作伙伴？具体合作的项目是什么？
(Which CPs and SPs does China Unicom cooperate with on Mobile Video Business? 
What are the cooperation subjects?) 

2. 注意到联通公司和搜狐视频的合作，沃门户的视频专区直接链接到搜狐视频网站。

联通与搜狐视频合作的目的是什么？(Notice that China Unicom has a partnership with 
Sohu Video, with the link on “WO” website’s video part pointing to Sohu Video content. 
What is the purpose of the cooperation with Sohu Video? 

3. 在与搜狐视频的合作中有哪些其他公司参与？他们的角色是什么？(What other 
players are participating in the cooperation between China Unicom and Sohu Video? 
What roles are they playing?) 

4. 手机沃门户上的视频点播业务的收费标准是什么？收入分配模式如何？有多大比例

是支付给内容提供商？(How is the price for VOD service on mobile “WO” website? 
How is the revenue sharing model of VOD service? How much percent of the end user 
revenue goes to content provider?) 

5. 在手机视频业务中，中国联通作为运营商提供给用户的核心价值是什么？(In 
mobile video service, what is the core costumer value that China Unicom provides to end 
users?) 

6. CP, SP与联通的合作中， 是如何看待联通支付系统， 业务支撑系统，和用户信息

资源的价值的？（In the cooperation with China Unicom, how do CPs and SPs consider 
China Unicom’s billing capability, support systems and knowledge of costumers?） 

7. 中国联通的手机视频业务的竞争对手有哪些？竞争策略是什么？(Who are China 
Unicom’s competitors on mobile video business? What competition strategy is used?) 

8. 中国联通在中国市场提供手机视频业务遇到的主要障碍有哪些？是如何应对的？
(What are the obstacles when China Unicom provides mobile video service in China? 
What actions are taken in front of those obstacles?) 

9. 手机视频业务的主要收入来源是什么？(What are the major revenue sources for mobile 
video business?) 

10. 中国联通手机视频业务下一步发展的战略是是什么？产业价值链的哪些部分是联通

的业务重心？(What is the next step development strategy of China Unicom’s mobile 
video business? Which parts of the value chain are the major concerns?) 
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e) Interview Questions with China Mobile and Summary of Answers 
Hong Hou, Strategic Planning Department, China Mobile 
13th May 2012, Beijing 

 
Summary of Answers: 

The interview is mainly about China Mobile's mobile music business. 
• Same with China Unicom, China Mobile (CM) has abandoned the strategy of cooperation 

with SPs, instead CM cooperate with labels and music content aggregators directly 
through its mobile music business unit in Sichuan. The content providers don't pay much 
attention to how CM use the music content to design the service model in detail. The 
negotiation between CM and CP focus on the revenue sharing model.  

• The core value that CM try to deliver to its mobile music users includes the good pipes, 
legal music, good costumer service for music club premium users.  

• User resource is considered as the most valuable leverage of China Mobile when CP 
trying to cooperate with China Mobile, followed with the billing capability. CM consider 
the value of its BSS/OSS systems obvious to CPs, but still don\t have an easy to organize 
and explore it to facility mobile music business. 

• The big obstacle that CM face when delivering mobile music service is the freemium apps 
competition such as QQ music, KUWO music. The freemium music apps provider have 
more flexibility than China Mobile to source the content and use advertisement revenue 
model, which is easier to promote than subscription model.  

• CM's development strategy of its mobile media business is to combine all the 
VAS service in a synthetic service platform over intelligent networks, delivering featured 
content on friendly user interface.  

 
Interview Questions: 

1. 中国移动手机音乐业务有哪些主要的CP,SP合作伙伴？具体合作的项目是什么？
(Which CPs and SPs does China Mobile cooperate with on Mobile Video and Mobile 
Music Business? What are the cooperation subjects?) 

2. 中国移动“音乐随身厅听”业务的收入分配模式如何？有多大比例是支付给内容提

供商？(How is the revenue sharing model of China Mobile’s “Walk Music” business? 
How much percent of the end user revenue goes to content provider?) 

3. 在手机音乐业务中，中国移动作为运营商提供给用户的核心价值是什么？(In 
mobile music service, what is the core costumer value that China Mobile provides to end 
users?) 

4. 音乐的CP, SP与中国移动的的合作中， 是如何看待中国移动支付系统， 业务支撑

系统，和用户信息资源的价值的？（In the cooperation with China Mobile, how do 
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CPs and SPs consider the value of China Mobile’s billing capability, support systems and 
knowledge of costumers?） 

5. 中国移动的手机音乐业务的竞争对手有哪些？竞争策略是什么？(Who are China 
Mobile’s competitors on mobile music business? What competition strategy is used?) 

6. 中国移动在中国市场提供手机音乐业务遇到的主要障碍有哪些？是如何应对的？
(What are the obstacles when China Mobile provides mobile music service in China? 
What actions are taken in front of those obstacles?) 

7. 手机音乐业务的主要收入来源是什么？(What are the major revenue sources for mobile 
music business?) 

8. 中国移动四川手机音乐基地的下一步发展的战略是是什么？产业价值链的哪些部分

是业务重心？(What is the next step development strategy of China Mobile Sichuan 
Mobile music base? Which parts of the value chain are the major concerns?) 
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f) Interview Questions with Sohu TV1 and Summary of Answers 
Interviewee is from Sohu TV's Royalty Collection Department 
15th May 2012, Beijing 

 
Summary of Answers: 

• Sohu TV consider Internet User Resource and the “Sohu” brand as most valuable asset. 
• No strategic partnership exist between Sohu TV and operators 

• Sohu TV care a lot on the user device type when provider video content to the eight 3G 
mobile video license owners. Different royalties might be collected for different devices. 

• The core competition with other online video services in China lies in content and service. 

• ￥9.90 per month VIP subscription offer premium content and advertisement free 
streaming. 

• The major revenue source of Sohu TV is advertising. Copyright resell and VIP 
subscription brings minor part of Sohu TV’s total revenue.  

 
Interview Questions: 

1. 搜狐视频在手机视频方面的发展情况如何？如何看待手机视频业务的市场价值？
(How is the development of Sohu TV’s mobile video business? How do you think the 
market value of mobile video business?) 

2. 搜狐视频现在跟哪些移动网络运营商有合作？具体在哪个层面上有合作？(Which 
MNOs have cooperation with Sohu TV? On what subjects?) 

3. 搜狐视频与运营商的合作关系中，还有其它哪些机构或者公司参与？他们的角色是

什么？(In the cooperation between Sohu TV and MNOs, what organizations else are 
involved? What are their business roles?) 

4. 在与移动运营商的合作中，搜狐视频的受益有哪些？运营商对于搜狐手机视频服务

的价值在于什么？(What benefit does Sohu TV get from the partnership with MNOs? 
What’s the value of MNOs in Sohu TV’s mobile video service?) 

5. 搜狐视频在移动设备上的使用量在总流量中占多大比例？手机流媒体业务在搜狐视

频的整体发展战略中的地位？(How much percent of Sohu TV’s total video streaming 
traffic comes from mobile devices? What position does mobile media business have in the 
overall development strategy of Sohu TV?) 

6. 搜狐视频的视频内容提供商包括哪些？与内容提供商是怎么样的合作方式？(What 
kind of content providers offer video content to Sohu TV’s platform? What is the 
cooperation model with these content providers?) 

                                                
1 The answers are not summarized here as requested from interviewee due to sensitive information. 
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7. 搜狐视频的收入来源有哪些？各部分的比例有多大？收入分配模式如何？(What 
revenue sources does Sohu TV have? What percentage does each revenue source count? 
What is the revenue sharing model?) 

8. 搜狐视频上付费内容的收费和定价模式是什么？(How does Sohu TV charge and do 
pricing for the premium video content?) 

9. 你是如何看待中国大陆视频内容版权问题？搜狐视频在版权获取和保护上目前遇到

过哪些问题？(How do you think video copyright protection situation in China mainland? 
What problems does Sohu TV have on obtaining and protecting copyright?) 

10. 搜狐视频有没有做过手机视频的用户行为调查？用户群体的特征是什么？(Have 
Sohu TV conducted any survey on user behavior of mobile video users? If yes, what 
features do these users have?) 

11. 搜狐视频相比其他视频流媒体SP和运营商自有的手机视频业务的优势在哪里？
(What advantages does Sohu TV have comparing to other video streaming SPs and the 
mobile video services offered by MNOs?) 

 

 
 

 
 

 


